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PREFACE 
With the considerable increase in the number of Ph.D. degrees 
being granted and in view of the present interest in the foreign 
language requirement for the Ph.D., a study of the foreign language 
requirement for the Ph.D. in the biological and the physical sciences 
should be timely. 
The purpose of the study was to investigate how the foreign 
language requirement for the Ph.D. was satisfied, what use was made of 
foreign languages both during graduate school and after graduation, 
and how university personnel felt about proposals being urged in the 
literature on the subject. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
With the considerable increase in the number of Ph.D. degrees 
being granted, an unusual interest in the foreign language requirement 
for the Ph.D. is evident. Articles which appear in the literature urge 
changes, discussions in faculty meetings turn into heated debates, 
i nfor ~a l campus groups argue the topic, but no general agreement exists 
as to the best method of administering the graduate language require-
ment. A detailed study of the foreign language requirement could prove 
to be timely and valuable, concributing to a greater understanding of 
the problems associated with the requirement. 
Dissatisfaction with foreign language requirements still seems 
widespread, various changes having been made or being contemplated. 
A survey by Admussen (1967) to determine current trends in the Ph.D. 
langua ge requirement r evealed many rec ent changes. Graduate deans of 
the forty-six schools belonging to the Association of Graduate Schools 
were polled, forty-three responding. The following changes were noted: 
(1) 81 per cent of the schools polled had significantly 
altered their Ph.D. language requirement in the last 
ten years. 
(2) 47 per cent had decreased the number of languages 
required, in two cases from two languages to no 
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language required. 
(3) 54 per cent permitted departmental autonomy in 
establishing the number of languages required. 
(4) 34 per cent allowed substitution of other research 
tools for one or both languages. 
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The problem is not a recent one on the educational scene. Herndon 
(1931) made a summary of reports on the modern fo'reign languages. He 
reported that in one survey, considerably more than one-half of the 
Ph.D. scholars had read no book in a foreign language in the year pre-
ceding the inquiry and a slightly larger proportion had read none in 
the three years following the awarding of the degree. More than half 
of these scholars took their degrees prior to 1920. 
Foreign language study declined in the secondary schools during 
the 1920's and the 1930's. Walsh (1955) indicated that enrollments in 
modern foreign languages in our public high schools dropped steadily 
until they hit a low point of 13.7 per cent in 1949. In that year, 
French attracted 4.7 per cent of the students as compared to the 15.5 
per cent it enjoyed in 1922. German attracted only 0.8 per cent of the 
total high school population in 1954, attracting 27.9 per cent before 
World War I. Of all the public high schools of the United States, 56.4 
per cent offered no modern foreign language instruction in 1954. 
As the foreign language study declined in the secondary schools, 
the trend spread upwards to the undergraduate colleges. Parker (1961) 
and waas (1953) stated that a development in college curricula that 
tended to limit foreign language enrollments was general education or 
the core curriculum. General education prescribes a planned, inte-
grated program for the first two years, leaving but few electives, and 
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often putting foreign language courses among the electives. The 
entrance and degree requirements reflected this trend. Of 899 accred-
ited institutions granting the B.A. degree, 68.4 per cent had no for-
eign language entrance requirement, though 85.9 per cent did have a 
language degree requirement (Plottel 1960). Of 568 accredited institu-
tions granting the B.S. degree, 76.9 per cent required no foreign lan-
guages for entrance, but 69 . 2 per cent required foreign language study 
for the degree (Wolfe 1959). The requirement was usually expressed as 
a matter of hours and credits and not as a test of proficiency. 
With the erosion in foreign language requirements at the under-
graduate level, it was not surprising that the foreign language 
requirement at the graduate level met with more and more criticism. 
These waves of criticism and change came at a time of revival of na-
tional interest in the study of foreign languages. Will the renewed 
interest in foreign language study at lower levels be a trend which 
spreads upward also? 
In 1951, foreign languages were being taught in public elementary 
schools of fifty-seven scattered American communities, but by 1960, 
at least 8,000 public school systems and at least 1,000,000 children 
were participating i.n foreign language study. In public secondary 
schools, a rise in foreign language enrollments began in 1952, reach-
ing 19.1 per cent of the total student population in 1959, an increase 
o f 5.4 per cent over 1949. In undergraduate colleges, 20 per cent of 
the persons in insc~tutions of higher learning were enrolled in modern 
foreign language classes in 1960, an increase of 12.4 per cent over 
1959 enrollments (Parker 1961). 
College entrance requirements are theoretically determined by 
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college faculties, but during the forty years preceding 1956, entrance 
requirements have generally reflected the dominant curriculum in public 
secondary education (Bowles 1956). Criticism of foreign language re-
quirements at the graduate level may stem from inadequacies at lower 
levels. On the other hand, the requirements as they exist could 
possibly be independent of all other levels. 
The present study was an attempt to make a broad study of the 
foreign language requirement for the Ph.D. in the biological and the 
physical sciences. The study investigated how the requirement was sat-
isfied, how university personnel felt about proposals being urged in 
the literature on the subject, what use was made of foreign languages 
both during graduate study and a f ter graduation, and what functions 
foreign languages served at the graduate level. 
Assumptions of the Study 
1. The sample sel12c ted is r epresentative of the biological and 
~he physical sciences popula tion now employed at the state 
universiti.es of the United States. 
2. The da t a -ga thering instrument is valid. 
3. The returns on t he questionnaire are representative of the 
population sa~pled. 
Limi ta t i ons of the St udy 
Ins t rument 
The instrument may have been designed with les s tha n adequa te 
skill to obtain the necessary information or the true fee lings of the 
respondents . Ci r cled responses were used i n t he quest i onnaire to 
encourage high returns. Bias may have been introduced by limiting the 
freedom of response in this manner, but spaces for comments were pro-
vided to help overcome any such deficiency. 
Limited Sample 
The total population is so large that the study of necessity 
included only a small sample . 
Respondents and Non-respondents 
Due to the nature of the study, the survey may be biased by the 
willingness to answer, some of those not responding having particular 
reasons besides neglect for not answering. Also, it was considered 
best to exclude all personal identification, making it impractical to 
have a follow- up letter to non- respondents . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Differences of opinion arise as to the reason for the foreign lan-
guage requirement. In an exhaustive survey of graduate education by 
Berelson (1960), graduate deans and graduate faculty were asked: 
Two justifications are usually given for the foreign language 
requirement for the doctorate: (1) the cultural justifica-
tion that foreign languages are needed as a mark of the 
educated man; and (2) the professional justification that the 
languages are needed as a tool for research in the discipline. 
Which justification seems more important to you? 
The results were as follows (in percentages): 
Professional Cultural Both Can't 
Equally Say 
Graduate Deans 31 14 51 4 
Graduate Faculty 43 17 35 5 
Biological Sciences 50 6 42 2 
Physical Sciences 58 6 34 2 
Berelson considered that the professional reason for keeping the 
foreign language requirement was gaining strength, but that there was 
still a large proportion of faculty members who believed the cultural 
basis of the requirement was important. 
Waas (1953) made a study in which he tried to determine how to do 
a better counseling job with undergraduate students who planned to do 
graduate work. He questioned medical schools, technological schools, 
and graduate schools. This study agreed with the point made by 
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Berelson that the professional reason for keeping the foreign language 
requirement was growing. Of twenty schools of arts and sciences an-
swering, use of languages as a tool was considered primary by twelve, 
while six considered the cultural value and the tool value of equal 
importance. Only two schools considered use of foreign languages of 
primary importance as a means of cultural development. (The results 
from the survey of schools of arts and sciences contrasted to answers 
from sixteen medical schools where there is diminishing importance of 
languages with prescriptions not filled in Latin. Three schools con-
sidered languages of first importance culturally, and nine considered 
the tool value and the cultural value of equal importance.) Consider-
ing all forty-three schools from the three categories, twenty-two put 
the tool subject value ahead of the cultural value, and sixteen 
appraised the tool value and the cultural value equally. 
When consideration is given to the preference of graduate schools 
for particular languages, the indication would be towards using them 
as a tool. Overwhelmingly, the languages preferred were the ones 
which were considered important for reading research literature. 
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Two studies, quite similar to the Waas one, were made by Hemenway 
and Way (1959) and Alexander (1964). In the study by Hemenway and Way, 
questionnaires were sent to fifty physics departments concerning the 
languages used to fulfill the graduate language requirement. Many of 
the schools required that German be one of the two languages , forty-
nine out of fifty accepted Russian or French as one of the two lan-
guages, while seventeen accepted Italian, four accepted Spanish, and 
only two accepted Japanese . Alexander sent questionnaires to sixty-one 
colleges and universities. She found that seventeen languages were 
recognized as requirements for higher degrees, all of them European 
languages except for Japanese. At the doctoral level, German led with 
three hundred sixteen acceptances, followed by French with three hun-
dred nine, Russian with two hundred one, Spanish with seventy-two, and 
Italian with fifty-five. Since most of these languages have long been 
considered to cover the bulk of foreign research, these two surveys 
seemed to point to foreign languages as a basis for gaining access to 
technical literature. 
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Marchand (1958) stated that the purpose of the Ph.D. language re-
quirement was to insure that the candidate had the competence to use 
languages in his research. The attacks leveled at the Ph.D. language 
requirement were not leveled at the idea of such a requirement per se, 
but rather at existing programs. According to Marchand, an agonizing 
reappraisal of our program for satisfaction of the language requirement 
was needed. 
Nock (1958) added his voice by writing that it must be kept firmly 
in mind that none of the ar guments, except the professional one, ad-
vanced for the foreign language requirement on the undergraduate level 
applied at the graduate level. The relevance of foreign language 
learning to the work of a given department was the main point, for the 
purpose of the requirement was to give assurance that the student had a 
research tool available. He did not see the cultural position as an 
argument for pursuit of foreign languages during graduate study. The 
cultural aspect might well be an argument for requiring knowledge of a 
language for entrance to graduate college or it might be an argument 
for a broader and deeper requirement, but it could not be an argument 
for t he requirement as universally found. Nock did consider that the 
requirement seemed to be based on something more than the mere desire 
to set an additional hurdle in the way of the student hurrying towards 
his Ph.D. 
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McCloy (1955) would like to see a renewal of foreign language 
reading for research because those who took the trouble to investigate 
what was going on in other countries were probably both surprised and 
delighted at what they discovered, They probably· learned that scholars 
in the United States held no monopoly on excellent research or on pro-
fundity of thinking. He objected to substitution of statistical meth-
ods as a tool of research, the substitute doing nothing to prepare the 
student to read professional literature in the language for which the 
substitution was made. 
An array of other scholars would strongly argue the cultural 
aspect of foreign languages. Van Willigen (1964) seemed to recognize 
the fact of the requirement as a tool, but urged the desirability of 
languages as a cultural activity. He said the practical use of the 
study of at least one foreign language was no longer contested, but 
rather generally accepted. He reminded that satisfaction with this 
development should not induce us to forget the dangers enclosed in this 
very development, In the end the practical use might indeed dominate, 
and the cultural value become secondary. 
What is meant by culture or cultural activity in connection with 
a foreign language? The views of several authors will be used to 
elaborate the point. Van Willigen (1964) wrote that every contact 
with language was in itself a cultural activity. Like every cultural 
act, the speech act is two-sided: it is the personal possession of the 
individual and the common property of the group . It transmits results 
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of activities of former generations and it has to be created anew by 
each generation. The speech act therefore becomes both a possession 
and a debt. Language is not universal, but rather it is tied to cul-
ture, conditioned by culture, so consequently it is limited in its 
validity. The cultural value of foreign language teaching is great and 
irreplaceable. He wrote that foreign language teaching develops and 
sharpens intellectual faculties, widens and enriches the mind, enables 
the spirit and arms it against prejudice and national complacency, 
facilitates contact with other peoples and other cultures, and enables 
international and intercultural appreciation and understanding. More-
over, foreign languages strengthen at the same time a sound conscious-
ness of one's own language and culture. 
Mac Eoin (1959) defined culture as embracing all those historical-
ly created designs for living, explicit and implicit, rational and 
irrational, which exist at any given time as potential guides for the 
behavior of men. This being true, any man, no matter what the occupa-
tion, needs more seriously to know what things influence the behavior 
of other persons. The various aspects of culture are all delicately 
interlinked into a total structure. Mac Eoin considered downgrading 
of language study had done a great disservice to America in this 
respect. 
Nock (1958) expressed the learning of a foreign language as a 
liberalizing experience because, among other things, it taught the 
limitations which the speech patterns of any single language imposed 
upon individual thinking processes or even upon national attitudes and 
assumptions. Parker (1957) echoed the idea of language learning as a 
liberalizing experience in saying that a person with no knowledge of a 
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second language had missed an intellectual experience which has been 
integral to the humanistic tradition in universities of the Western 
world from their remotest beginnings. The person who had never compre-
hended, spoken, read, or written a language other than his mother 
tongue had little perspective on his own language. Even more impor-
tant, he had never penetrated the rich areas of learning and experience 
lying beyond monolingual communication. As viewed by Parker, his lin-
guistic horizon was fixed. 
According to Mac Eoin (1959), attacks on the foreign language re-
quirement for doctorates were based on a misunderstanding of its being 
a tool for research. He admitted it was true that languages could be 
of practical use in research, but that was beside the point. A person 
must be educated before he starts to specialize. If the language was 
merely a tool for research, in some fields, there were more useful 
tools, as mathematics, statistics, and testing techniques. Once the 
tool theory was accepted, you could not challenge the argument. The 
criteria left to decide whether the language was necessary or not then 
only depended on the field of research. Mac Eoin continued by stating 
the Ph.D. was a scholarly degree, which meant something quite different 
from mere evidence of an ability to carry on specific research. Since 
scholarship entailed more, he doubted whether a person not well 
equipped to go beyond the limits of his own language could be consid-
ered a true scholar. Sensitivity to the nuances of one's own language 
and an ability to express oneself properly in it was one of the major 
benefits obtained from the study of a foreign l anguage. 
Lederer (1958) defended the requirement only on the ground that it 
contributed to the student's general education. He claimed that 
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practical benefits from the study of foreign languages accrue in world 
affairs, international trade, foreign travel, mutual understanding, and 
in the field of science. To break through the language barrier which 
isolates the student from the rest of the world means to acquire simple 
and yet earthshaking awareness that other people talk differently, 
think differently, and look at the world differently. Their way of 
organizing and expressing sensations, perceptions; and expressions is 
as arbitrary and justifiable as our own. Lederer further stated that 
the foreign languages should give the student true insight into the 
country of the language he was studying. 
From the above discussion and summary, it can be seen that while 
the professional reason for having the foreign language requirement was 
growing, the criticism against it was also growing . Berelson (1960) 
thought that the professional reason gaining strength probably account-
ed for many of the inroads on the traditional requirement. The cultur-
al reason may account for keeping it. In his study, about three-
fourths of all respondents (graduate deans, graduate faculties, and 
recent recipients of the Ph.D.) agreed with the proposition that the 
foreign language requirement at the doctoral level had come to be a 
form without much substance in a sizable proportion of cases. They 
agreed more strongly on this statement than on any other in a list of 
over forty. Yet there was sharp disagreement on which remedy to apply, 
as in the same study, one-third voted to keep the requirement un-
changed, while the other two-thirds were split evenly between stiffen-
ing and relaxing the requirement. 
Drennon (1941) said it wa s s eriously doubtful whether the perfunc-
tory manner in which the reading knowledge of foreign languages was 
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tested in many universities was evidence that students could really use 
languages intelligently as a tool of research. They were going through 
the motions after it had lost its meaning. He felt that there were 
more pertinent barriers to be put in the way of those who were not 
Ph .D. material if the doctorate needed protection . 
Several other~ were critical of the level of proficiency . 
Carmichael (1961), in his criticism of graduate education, stated that 
unless the person could use the foreign language, it was a futile 
requirement. The current requirement was frequently not up to date and 
would best be met at the undergraduate level. Anderson (1964) echoed 
that the required proficiency was often so modest and demonstrated so 
late that the whole requirement tended to be somewhat farcial. 
In a study prepared for the Commission on Teacher Education, 
Hollis (1945) reported that on no aspect of the subject of improving 
the Ph.D. program was more eloquence displayed than that of languages 
needed for the doctorate. With few exceptions there was general agree-
ment to the effect that the present requirement was utterly meaningless 
and should either be made significant or abolished. 
According to Brickman (1961), at the 1960 Conference on the 
Doctorate in Education, many members favored retention of the foreign 
language requirement as a safeguard for academic respectability or 
thought that the mental discipline it afforded would generally be good 
for students. The language could even represent an effective device 
for screening out the less competent. Brickman went on to say that 
evidently these men never learned the languages and merely passed a 
Lcti t. Bunce Lhc low rcpu l t.: ul fore Li-;11 I :1111-:.uaf,t'.tJ in cdut:n Llou:d re-
search. 
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White (1954) argued that students did not learn to use foreign 
languages significantly. Since no preliminary training was ordinarily 
required and there was no sufficient background for the tests, they 
crammed day and night. Students felt that the languages took time from 
more important work and viewed them as productive of nothing but wasted 
time and frustration. The result was a language examination which 
served as a hurdle. 
Is this the way graduates view their foreign language preparation? 
Wilson (1965) reported a study of one hundred twenty graduate schools 
representing fifteen doctoral fields in more than a score of Southern 
universities. Almost three-fourths of the graduates believed that 
their undergraduate preparation in foreign languages was less than 
adequate. One-fourth of the graduates reported inadequate undergrad-
uate preparation increased the time taken to attain their doctorate. 
Only 22 per cent of the graduates needed no special preparation in any 
language after beginning graduate study. Two years was the mean length 
of language study prior to graduate school. , Elder (1958) reported that 
16 per cent of the graduate students in the natural sciences at Harvard 
felt the language requirement had delayed their training. 
Of the literature reviewed, most wciters seemed to agree there was 
a cultural advantage to keeping the foreign langu~ge requirements for 
the Ph.D., but Alexander (1964) opposed this view. She stated there 
was no adequate proof that learning of a foreign language broadened a 
student 1 s conceptual cultural range and appreciation . A person forced 
to take a foreign language could dislike everything associated with it. 
She further stated that even as a tool for research, the student mi ght 
not make- practical use of languages since a considerable part of the 
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material needed had already been translated into his own tongue, or his 
research could be well on the way before he had taken his language 
examinations. Also, the literature needed in a foreign tongue may not 
be available at his institution. From her study, variations in the 
foreign language requirements seemed to depend on particular require-
ments of institutions rather than on any widely accepted philosophy of 
higher education, technological or cultural. 
Keniston (1959) wrote that if students were able to pass prelimi-
nary examinations and could write an acceptable ·dissertation without 
any knowledge of foreign languages, it was clear that the requirement, 
as a universal rule, had lost its meaning. Even when the rules were 
vigorously enforced, there was no reason to believe .that in a few weeks 
or months of study a student could attain sufficient mastery of a 
foreign language to permit him to make an exact translation. Many 
staff members never assigned foreign books or articles as a regular 
part of the reading in their courses. If the language requirement was 
kept for its cultural aspects, cramming could not result in any real 
understanding of linguistic values or cultural content. If the lan-
guage requirement was kept lest we become intellectually isolated from 
the rest of the world, there could be no escape if we did not use it 
after the examination was passed. 
Concern was expressed that the testing remain a reading knowledge. 
Marchand (1958) advised that it was unfair to test on the ability to 
translate. Since the candidate would need merely to read and under-
stand in his research, he shou ld be tested accordingly. Nock (1961) 
would adhere to high and rigid standards for a reading knowledge and 
work hard to have increased and superior foreign language instruction. 
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He reiterated that the language requirement for the Ph.D. is, and is 
properly, a matter of reading knowledge. Nock stated that some have 
said that Ph.D.'s should be able to go to other countries to attend 
meetings, to do research, to exchange ideas with scholars of these 
countries, and to use the languages of these countries. Although he 
thought the theory was beautiful and he favored the idea, the Ph.D. was 
a degree based on learning facts and methods, and· doing research. A 
language major without experience prior to undergraduate college could 
achieve conversational ability only after four years of study. It was 
out of the question to expect this amount of effort and time to be 
given to achieve mastery of a language by a graduate student. 
What about the use made of languages? Alciatore (1965) found that 
in the opinion of former University of Minnesota Ph .D.'s, a reading 
knowledge of foreign languages was greatly overstressed . Of the re-
spondents, 44 per cent reported having acquired a reading knowledge of 
foreign languages , but yet saw no necessity for the languages in their 
present employment. If che abilities related to present professional 
development were compared to those acquired in graduate school, only 
6 per cent listed a reading knowledge of foreign languages essential. 
Elder (1958) sent out questionnaires to 1,482 men who had taken their 
doctorates at Harvard between 1950 and 1954. On use of languages 
required for the Ph.D., Elder reported that 27 per cent of the re-
spondents in the natural sc i ences used the first l angua ge frequently, 
while the other 73 per cent used the language occasionally, rarely, or 
not at all. Only 18 per cent used the second language frequently . 
Weitz, Ballantyne, and Colver (1963) investigated the extent 
recipients of Ph.D. degrees in all areas , except foreign languages and 
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literature, used foreign language sources in the preparation of their 
dissertation. The idea was that the language retention would still be 
sharp, the dissertation coming immediately after fulfilling the foreign 
language requirement. The sample consisted of 270 doctoral disserta-
tions at Duke University during 1958 to 1961. Two languages were 
required at Duke. The total number of references cited by each scholar 
was compared with the number of foreign language ·references cited. Of 
31,377 citations, 4,048 (13 per cent) were references to foreign lan-
guage sources. The sciences had the following percentages: botany, 
7.8; chemistry, 20.5; physics, 9.6; and zoology, 8.8. Considering in-
dividual dissertations, 32.6 per cent used no foreign language refer -
ences, and 15.9 per cent used one to two foreign language references. 
Thirteen candidates or 5 per cent of the total candidates accounted for 
56 per cent of the total foreign language references. Of the thirteen, 
four were foreign born, three lived abroad before corning to the United 
States for doctoral studies, and three studied abroad before or while 
completing their degrees. !he interpretation given (as the present 
examination procedures at Duke University provide some evidence that 
students could use foreign languages if they needed to and wanted to) 
was that the present language regulations were irrelevant to the 
problem. The assumption was that if a student had mastered a research 
tool he would use it. They replied that perhaps a more rational hypo-
thesis would be to assume that if a scholar needed a research tool for 
his work he would acquire it. 
The Berelson (1960) study pointed in the opposite direction. In 
answer to the question of usage of foreign languages in graduate train-
ing or in subsequent professional work, the following percentages were 
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reported for the sciences: botany, 71; chemistry, 85 ; physics, 62 ; and 
zoology, 84 . 
Recommendations have been suggested to encourage use of foreign 
languages in graduate training. Mccloy (1958) would insist students 
satisfy the language requirement early, then make use of languages in 
study programs. The dean should meet with new doctoral students and 
discuss the value of foreign languages, showing them what new horizons 
could be opened . 
White (1954) brought out that the reasons foreign languages were 
not closely related to the student 's course work and research were 
three- fold: (1) many graduate teachers were themselves products of a 
system which set languages in a place apart and which gave them only 
perfunctory or nuisance value; (2) French and German were the only 
acceptable languages in many instances, regardless of the student ' s 
fie:d of specialization; and (3) the foreign language requirement was 
satisfied so late it would have been presumptuous to require any 
practical use of foreign languages before the dissertation stage . By 
then, the subject might be already chos en and might not require foreign 
languages. E.e recommended that var ious language associations exert a 
wholesome influence by offering some proof of their wares in the form 
of special subject-matter lists of significant books and articles 
currently available in fore i gn languages. The descriptive lists would 
be distributed at regular intervals to zraduate school departments , 
serving as a reminder, perhaps as a conscience , to those subject-matter 
specialists who recommended only English sources. White thought it 
would seem reasonable to suggest that language requirements be met at 
least by the middle of the second year of graduate work . Thereafter, 
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the student would be required to put his competency to meaningful use 
in specific research projects. Locke (1950), Keniston (1959), Brickman 
(1961), and Wilson (1965) made similar recommendations--to satisfy the 
requirement early and to require use of foreign languages in course 
work. 
Nock (1958) stated that satisfying the requirement in a reading 
course should be generally permitted. The course·should be one de-
signed for that purpose and not an undergraduate course. A student who 
has passed such a course successfully has had at least four months of 
continuous association with the language after he has passed the ele-
mentary stage. The student might not read exclusively in his field, 
but he has met again and again the problems that confront him regard-
less of the subject matter. 
Nichols (1965) suggested a pass and an honors program. Under the 
pass program, a foreign langua ge would only be prescribed if it were 
deemed necessary . Foreign language courses would then be provided to 
fulfill the requirement. The honors program , being a research oriented 
degree, would still require a foreign language, the program remaining 
similar to the one presently administered in most universities. 
Flexibility seems to be the key to the recommendations. Weitz, 
ct al. (1963) would place the responsibility for determining the lan-
guage r equirement on the student, strongly reinforced by the disser-
tation committee. If the research problem necessitated foreign lan-
guages , the research problem should not be approved until the student 
demonstrated an understanding of the language necessary. Under a plan 
making the student responsible, many would argue that some graduates 
would not ge t languages, yet need them later. The authors responded 
that the loss which would ensue s hould thi s contingency arise was no 
greater than the present loss involved. 
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Nichols and Everson (1967) questioned graduates at the University 
of California, trying to find how much time was spent satisfying the 
language requirement , Across all departments, it took a mean of 
approximately four months of full time study per student . Considering 
the dollar cost per student (for faculty and facilities) at three hun-
dred dollars per month, a university's cost was twelve hundred dollars . 
At the University of California, language training increased the cost 
of education by a fi.gure of about nine and one - half million dollars . 
Accordingly, it was rec.ommended t hat efficient modern language training 
be provided for those students whose temperament and career plans gave 
reasonable evidence that they would benefit. The other students should 
be urged to devote their time to statistics or other tool c ourses rele-
vant to their academic and career needs . 
Ross and Shilling (1966) suggested that citations in recent liter -
ature be used to determine where t h1,; r es earch activity was hi gh. For 
any particular field, it would then be possible to recommend the 
acceptable and non-acceptable forei gn languages to the graduate dean. 
The plan would have the advantage of bringing the languages accepted up 
to date, yet being able to adapt itself to the changes in the researc h . 
The literature on the foreign language requirement issue in higher 
education is extensive and the suggested remedies various and diverse. 
The review was selective rather than exhaustive, but it gave a fair 
cross sectional picture of the issue. It served as a basis of compari -
son between the previous research and the present study, and it tem-
pered the conclusions and the recommendations which were made . 
The present study differed from the literature reviewed in three 
very important respects: 
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(1) Sampling was on a national scale and concerned the foreign 
language requirement only. Though many of the studies 
(Alexander 1964, Berelson 1960, and Wilson 1965) involved 
extensive sampling, the foreign language requirement was not 
an only or even a primary concern. They dealt with the issue 
in a general way or as one aspect of a multi-sided program. 
Others have made studies on the foreign language re-
quirement in some depr:h, but within one university. Studies 
of this nature were Alciatore (1965) at the University of 
Minnesota) Elder (1958) at Harvard University , Keniston 
(1959) at the University of Pennsylvania, and Nichols and 
Everson (1967) at the University of California. What one 
finds within a university may serve it well, but the findings 
may not be applicable outside of that university. With a 
national S6.mple, tr..e :findings would theoretically apply to 
all universities within the population. 
(2) Statistics were used in a research type study. Much of the 
literature treated the foreign language requirement in a 
general way, discussing the many sides to the issue, but few 
used statistics to show the relationships which exist. The 
writings by Drennon (1941), Lederer (1958), Mac Eoin (1959), 
Marchand (1958), McCloy (1955), Nock (1958), Van Willigen 
(1964), and White (1954) came under this category . 
(3) The study involved the biological and the physical sciences 
only. Indications are that the problems associated with the 
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foreign language requirement differ in the above two areas 
with those in other areas. If so, this study helps to fill 
the need for a specialized study in the two areas. Hemenway 
and Way (1959) did a specialized study, but in the physics 
departments only. The ir primary concern was finding what 
languages were used to satisfy the foreign language require-
ment. 
Others have made specialized studies about the foreign 
language requirement, but included many areas, as did 
Admussen (1967) and Weitz, et al. (1963). 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The study was designed to determine how various fac t ors involved 
in foreign language study at the graduate level affec ted later perform-
ance and what functions the foreign language served . In an attempt to 
accomplish the purpose, relations hips of several factors were studied, 
as represented by the following hypotheses: 
Hypotheses 
H. l . The option chosen to satisfy the foreign language 
requirement is independent of the prior language 
experience of the respondents . 
• 
H.2 . The opcion chosen to satisfy the foreign language 
requirement is independent of the usage made of lan-
guages after graduation. 
H.3. The amount of research published or supervised is 
independent of the foreign language capabilities of 
the researcher. 
H.4. The amount of research publisl1cd or supervised is indc-
pendent of the suggested foreign language requirement 
recommendations . 
H.5. The suggested f oreign language requirement recornmenda-
tions are independent of the foreign language 
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capabilities of the r esponden ts . 
Data- gathering Instrument 
The construction of an appropriate data-gathering instrument was 
of primary importance. Considerable time and effort were devoted to 
this phase, revising the questionnaire several times . Once the ques-
tionnaire seemed to be ready, it was mailed as a pretest to three state 
colleges in Louisiana . 
Pretest Questionnaire 
A pretest form of the questionnaire was designed to detect any 
flaws before the final form of the questionnaire was sent to the study 
sample . It was similar in content to the study questionnaire except 
for a few minor revisions which were made after analyzing returns from 
the pretest. A four - page duplicated form was used for the pretest . 
Study Question~aire 
The questionnaire was designed after a review of the literature 
on the subject. A list of questions was developed during the academic 
year 1966-1967 and during the fall of 1967. With the help of the 
advisory committee, friends, and a statistician, the questionnaire was 
revised many times and duplicated in pretest form. After sufficient 
returns were received from the pretest, the qu estionnaire was once 
again revised and printed in its final form. 
The questionnaire was printed on a sheet seventeen inches by 
eleven inches so that it could be folded in the middle to form four 
pages eight and one-half inches by eleven inches . The questions were 
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designed for computer tabulation and the information was transferred to 
IBM cards. The respondents were asked to circle the appropriate re-
sponse, and though this limited the freedom of response, it was condu-
cive to higher returns. Spaces were provided and the respondents were 
urged to make free comments, partly offsetting the above disadvantage . 
The questions were divided into four sections with appropriate 
questions within each . The four sections were as· follows : (1) personal 
data, (2) foreign language background, (3) use of foreign languages, 
and (4) recommendations concerning the foreign language requirement , 
To further encourage high returns, all personal identification was 
excluded from the questionnaire . 
A copy of the questionnaire is in Appendix A, pages 63- 68 . 
Sample 
The population consisted of the administrators, researchers, and 
teachers in the departments of botany, chemistry, physics, and zoology 
of the state univ2rsiti.es of tte United States. The universities were 
divided into three categories and a number were selected at random from 
each . The universities se lec ted were as fo llows : 
A. Land Grant A. and M. Universities 
l . Cornell University - Ithaca , New York 
2 , Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge , Louisiana 
3. Rutgers UnivcrslLy - New lirunswick, New Jersey 
4. Texas A. and M. - College Station, Texas 
5. Texas Tech - Lubbock, Texas 
6. Vir ginia Tech - Blacksburg, Vir ginia 
7 . Washington State Univers ity - Pullman, Washington 
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B. Land Grant and Comprehensive State Universities 
1. University of California - Berkeley, California 
2. University of Connecticut - Storrs, Connecticut 
3. University of Hawaii - Honolulu, Hawaii 
4. University of Kentucky - Lexington, Kentucky 
5. University of Massachusetts - Amherst, Massachusetts 
6. University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota 
7. University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Nebraska 
8. University of Tennessee - Knoxville, Tennessee 
C. Comprehensive Non-Land Grant State Universities 
1. Florida State University - Tallahassee, Florida 
2. University of Indiana - Bloomington, Indiana 
3. University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa 
4. University of Kansas - Lawrence, Kansas 
5. University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan 
6. University of New Mexico - Albuquerque, New Mexico 
7. University of North Dakota - Grand Forks, North Dakota 
8. University of Oklahoma - Norman, Oklahoma 
9 . University of Oregon - Eugene, Oregon 
10. University of Southern Illinois - Carbondale, Illinois 
11. University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina 
12. University of Texas - Austin, Texas 
the departments of botany, chem is try, physics, and zoology. Plans were 
to send f orty- seven questionnaires to each universi ty, forty-s ix being 
sent to the four departments and one to the graduate dean. Some de-
partments had an insufficient nur:iber of Ph .D. 1 s to complete the 
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mailings, so the final total was reduced by nine, giving twelve hundred 
sixty questionnaires mailed. 
In addition, a sample was selected for a pretest. Three state 
colleges of Louisiana (McNeese State College, Lake Charles; Northwest-
ern State College, Natchitoches; and, University of Southwestern 
Louisiana, Lafayette) were selected. Five questionnaires were sent to 
each of the four departments, thus mailing sixty ·pretest question-
naires. 
Collection of the Data 
The cooperation in the study was excellent , having approximately 
sixty per cent returns on both the pretest and the study. About 70 per 
cent of the respondents availed themselves of the opportunity to 
comment, making the study more meaningful. As another evidence of 
interest in the study, several letters were received amplifying the 
responses. 
Procedure for Obtair.ing Addresses 
Catalogs from the selected universities were obtained by writing 
to the office of the registrar. Using the faculty lists in the cata-
logs, names were selected from each of the four departments. A ques -
tionnaire was sent directly to the respondent. Being unable to obtain 
a few catalogs, a small number were contacted by sending the question-
naires to the head of the department. The latter method of contact 
was used for the pretest and proved effective. 
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Mailings 
A letter introducing the study and explaining its purpose was 
enclosed with the questionnaire. A stamped, addressed return envelope 
was provided. 
The pretest was mailed during the second week of January, 1968. 
The timing was selected to come after the Christmas holidays and before 
final examinations were to be given. 
The study questionnaires were mailed during March, 1968. By then, 
ample returns had been received from the pretest and the mailings came 
at a time preceding the spring holidays. The cut-off date for returns 
was June 1, 1968. Several questionnaires were received after that 
cl ate, but they we~e too l a te to be included in the study, the material 
having been readied for computer tabulation. 
Returns 
Twelve hundred sixty questionnaires were mailed, but of that num-
ber, thirty-two ~ere returned for one reason or another, e.g., the 
respondent having changed university. An additional six returns could 
not be used due to incomplete responses. Thus, the effective number 
of questionnaires mailed was twelve hundred twenty-two. Seven hundred 
eighteen completed questionnaires were received, giving 58.8 per cent 
returns. A distribution by categories is given in Table I, pa ge 29. 
The percentages of the returned total amount to over one hundred 
per cent because many of the deans responded as a member of one of the 
four science groups in addition to their administrative category. 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RETURNS BY CATEGORIES 
Per Cent of 
Number Number Per Cent of Returned 
Category Mailed Returned Returns Total 
Deans 27 24 88 . 89 3 . 34 
Botany 301 147 48 . 84 20 . 58 
Chemistry 301 207 68 . 77 28 . 99 
Physics 292 163 54.15 22 . 83 
Zoology 301 190 63 . 12 26.61 
Analysis of the Data 
The data were coded and punched on IBM cards for use in computer 
tabulations. They were such t~at analysis by percentages yielded 
interesting and useful information. 
Statistical analyses were ~ade to test the hypotheses, accom-
plished by performing numerous chi - square tests. Chi - square is a 
non- parametric technique for testing significant differences among 
distributions. The basic computation equation is given below: 
(Observed frequencies-Expected frequencies) 2 
Expected frequencies 
The expected frequency for any cell is obtained from the product 
of the sums of that row and that column, divided by the total sample 
size. If a marked difference exists between the observed frequencies 
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falling in each category and the frequencies expected to fall in each 
category, then the chi-square test will yield a numerical value large 
enough to be interpreted as statistically significant. By statistical-
ly significant, we mean that the observed phenomena represents a 
significant departure from what might be expected by chance alone. 
The larger the value of chi-square, the greater the difference between 
the groups. 
Once the chi-square value has been computed, a table of probabili-
ties from the distribution of the chi-square statistic provides signif-
icance levels. To use the table, we must know the degrees of freedom, 
obtained by the product of the rows minus one and the columns minus one 
(Popham 1967). 
The five per cent level of significance was used as a criterion 
for rejection or non-rejection of the null hypotheses. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The Study Sample 
The data were classified into several categories as to possible 
factors influencing responses. The sample was 97 per cent males and 
3 per cent females . 
The dates of receiving the Ph.D . were divided into three categor-
ies, based upon pre-World War II graduates , post- World War II to 
Sputnik graduates, and post - Sputnik graduates. The percentage break-
down was as follows: (1) prior to 1946, 22 .45 per cent, (2) 1946 to 
1954, 30.82 per cent, and (3) 1955 or later, 46 .72 per cent. 
As to institution, 24.79 per cent were from land grant A. and M. 
universities, 32.31 per cent were from land gran t and comprehensive 
state universities, and 42.90 per cent were from comprehens ive non-land 
grant state universities. 
If the rank of the respondents was considered, 48.61 per cent were 
professors, 26.60 per cent associate professors, 19.36 per cent assist-
ant professors, and 5.43 per cent deans, instructors, and researchers. 
Dividing the sample by departments shows the following: botany, 
20.56 per cent; chemistry , 28.99 per cent; physics, 22.83 per cent; and 
zoology, 26.61 per cent. 
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Analysis of the Data 
Hypotheses 
It was hypothesized that the option chosen to satisfy the foreign 
language requirement was independent of the prior language experience 
of the respondents. 
Options: 
1. Reading knowledge of two languages 
2. Reading knowledge of one language 
3. Thorough knowledge of one language 
4. Reading knowledge of one language and another research tool 
substituted for the second language. 
5. No language used, substituting research tools 
6. No language or substitute required 
Prior language experience: 
1. Grew up with the language(s) 
2. Studied the language(s) in school at an early age (high school 
or younger) 
3. Studied the language(s) in undergraduate courses 
4. Some type of experience with the foreign language(s) chosen 
prior to enrolling in graduate school 
Using the options-chosen as one variable and the prior language 
experiences as a second variab le, four chi-square tests were computed. 
For the option-chosen variable, the totals of option one composed one 
group and the totals of option two, three , and four composed a second 
group. The two groups of the seco:1d variable consisted of either 
having had language experience or not having had language experience 
prior to graduate school. The results are given in Table II. 
TABLE II 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE OPTION 
CHOSEN TO SATISFY THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
REQUIREMENT AND THE PRIOR LANGUAGE 
EXPERIENCE OF THE RESPOl-;DENTS 
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Prior Experience Chi-Square 
~~ 
Significant beyond the .05 level 
1. Foreign language experience prior to 
enrolling in graduate school 
2. Grew up with language(s) 
3. Studied language(s) in school at an 
early age (high school or younger) 
4. Studied language(s) in undergraduate 
courses 
Degrees of freedom 1 
* 12.4457 
.3993 
1. 269 3 
* 8.1943 
From the first chi-square test, we probably have to reject the 
null hypothesis that the option chosen to satisfy the foreign language 
requirement. was independent of the prior language experience of the 
respondents. The prior experiences of an individual modify his later 
actions and choices. If the i ndividual had an intimate knowledge of 
foreign languages by growin g up with them or if he had an early (high 
school or younger) contact with forei gn languages , the option chosen 
was independent of prior language experience. It seemed to give him 
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more choice. On the other hand, if the individual had language exper-
ience prior to graduate school, but it was of the type acquired at a 
later age (undergraduate), his choice of options was related to his 
prior language experience. These tests seem to strengthen the notion 
that an early contact with foreign languages would be advantageous to 
graduate students. 
Further considering the option chosen, a second hypothesis was 
that the option chosen to satisfy the foreign language requirement was 
independent of the use made of languages after graduation. The 
options-chosen variable was treated in the same manner as the first 
hypothesis, using option one for one group and combining options two, 
three, and four for the second group . 1be second variable involved 
seven groups, listed in Table III. 
Most of the respondents in the sample chose option one, a reading 
knowledge of two foreign languages. The option would probably prepare 
best, of all the uses listed, to read research articles. Of the seven 
uses listed, only the reading of research articles yielded a signifi-
cant chi-square statistic. The probability was <.02, considering a 
two-tailed test, that this distribution happened by chance alone. 
Thus> for all the other variables, we failed to reject the null hypoth-
esis and considered t~at there was no significant difference between 
the option chosen to satisfy the foreign language requirement and the 
use made of languages after gradua tion, with the exception of the read-
ing of research articles. The tests seemed to indicate that regardless 
of the way in which the foreign language rcquir ~ment was satisfied, 
the use of languages was the same. That could be an erroneous con-
clusion because the statistic tested if the languages were used, but 
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not to what extent languages were used. However, the fact still 
remained that there existed little relationship between the type of 
option chosen and the use of languages for the majority of respondents. 
TABLE III 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE OPTION 
CHOSEN TO SATISFY THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
REQUIREMENT AND THE USE YJ.ADE OF 
LANGUAGES AFTER GRADUATION 
Use of Languages Chi-Square 
* Significant beyond the .05 level Degrees of freedom 1 
·~------------------------------------
1. Do not use languages .1262 
2. Pursue bibliography . 9235 
3. Read abstracts 3. 776 7 
* 4. Read research articles 6.3691 
5. Read journal s .2521 
6. Abstract research articles . 8561 
7. Converse effectively .1709 
The third hypothesis proposed that the amount of research pub-
lished or supervised was independent of the foreign language capabili-
ties of the researcher. One variab le was categorized into three 
groups: (1) no research articles published or doctoral dissertations 
supervised, (2) one to eight research articles published or doctoral 
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dissertations supervised, and (3) more than eight research articles 
published or doctoral dissertations supervised . The second variable 
was listed with each test in Table IV . 
-,"( 
TABLE IV 
CHI - SQUARE ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE AMOUNT OF 
RESEARCH PUBLISHED OR SGPERVISED AND THE 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES 
Research 
Language Capabi li ti~s Super-vised 
Sig~ificant beyond the .OS level Degrees 
1. Cannot use languages 1 . 3537 
2. Pursue bibliography 1. 0911 
3 . Read abstracts 1. 0853 
4 . Read research articl1=.s 1.4317 
5 . Read . ., J ourna .... s 2. 2198 
6 . Abstract research articles 2 . 8290 
7 . Converse effectively 4 .1003 
Research 
Published 
of freedom 
0 . 9851 
2 . 9181 
5 . 992 7 
1.1693 
1. 9252 
3 . 4025 
4 . 0419 
2 
None of the tests proved to be significant, so we failed to rejec t 
the null hypothesis. If we accepted the hypothesis of no significant 
difference between the amount of research published or supervised and 
the foreign language capability, we would be saying languages played a 
minor role in biological and physical sciences research . Serious 
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doubts would arise concerning the function foreign languages served in 
research. With such a limited sample, no definite conclusions could be 
drawn. However, according to these tests, whether a person could use 
languages or not, the research continued unabated. Questions still 
remain as to the type of r esearch done and as to the extent research 
was hampered by insufficient foreign language background . 
It may be of interest to compare the foreign· language competency 
level with the foreign language usage level of the respondents. For 
the competency level, the foreign language tasks which the respondents 
could perform were used, figuring the percentages of the yes answers to 
the total answers. Gsing like operations, percentages were obtained 
for the usage level according to the tasks the respondents did use 
regularly in research. The data are presented in Figure 1, page 38. 
Though it was generally assumed that a person who could use lan-
guages would use the.:n in resea.rch, such was not necessarily the case. 
At several levels, there was a marked difference between competency and 
usage. Notice that although only 5 per cent of the respondents could 
not use languages, a total 0£ 19 per cent did not use them. 
Has there been a change in competency and usage levels through the 
years? A comparison of these according to the date the Ph.D. was 
received (Table V) reveals the following: 
1 . A higher level of cc:npetency was demonstrated by those gradu-
ating after 1946 than those gra dua ting prior to 1946 in pursu-
ing bibliography and reading abstracts . 
2. A higher level of competency was demonstrated by those gradu-
ating before 1946 than those graduating after 1946 in Qll 
other foreign language usages . 
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TABLE V 
A COM.-PARISON 01 Ti-IB COMPETENCY LEVEL AND THJ3 USAGE LEVEL 
ACCORDING TO THE DATE OF RECEIVING TtlE PH.D, 
Prior to 1946 1946 to 1954 
Levels Competency Us age Competency Usage 
- -
Do not us e l anguages 3 17 3 16 
Pursue bibliography 69 60 73 60 
Read abstracts 71 63 78 61 
Read research articles 77 68 76 66 
Read journals 62 51 50 40 
Abstract research artic l es 39 24 34 19 
Converse effectively 16 11 18 9 
1955 or l ater 
Competency Usa ge 
7 21 
73 56 
79 59 
74 56 
50 29 
26 11 
12 7 
w 
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3. A gradual eros ion of foreign language usage was noted the more 
r ecent the Ph.D. was r eceived . 
The trends could be interpre ted in two different ways: (1) The 
more recent graduates were not as well prepared to use langua ges as 
were those who graduated prior to 1946. The emphasis with more recent 
graduates could have been in the use of abstracts and research articles, 
and therefore, in the use of journals, abstractin~, and conversing, the 
recent graduates did not fare as well as earlier graduates . Foreign 
languages may not have been stressed a s much as in former years, hence 
the erosion in use. (2) The mo~e recent graduates did not have as much 
experience with langu~ges as ear lier graduates due to fewer years of 
service. The competency level and the usage level of the present 
recent graduates and the earlier graduates could be comparable after 
similar years of servic~. It could again be argued that as more time 
passed, the levsl of co:npeter.cy would drop rather than rise due to 
little usage of foreign languages , the outcome depending on how much 
use was made of t hem . 
Whether the trend shown in Figure 1 could be explained in terms 
of better preparation of e.arlier graduates or in terms of more years of 
use by earlier graduates, there exis ted a definite decrease in compe-
tency and use by recent gradi.:~tes. The more difficult the language 
task to be performed, che more marked was the decline. 
A fourth hypothesis was that the amount of research published or 
supervised was independent o f the suggested foreign langua ge require-
ment recommendations. The research published and the doctoral disser-
tations supervised were divided into three groups for one variable, as 
follows: (1) no research articles published or doctoral dissertations 
supervised, (2) one to eight research articles published or doctoral 
dissertations supervised, and (3) Dore than eight research articles 
published or doctoral dissertations supervised. The second variable 
was the suggested foreign language requirement recommendations listed 
in Table VI. 
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Only one significan t -~sul t was obtained, so the null hypothesis 
of independence between the research published or supervised and the 
suggested recommendations was considered tenable. The foreign langua-
ges are proposed as a research tool, so some sort of relationship 
should exist between research published or supervised and the suggested 
recommendations. The failure of the tests to detect a relationship may 
indicate that languages serve some function other than as a tool. 
The one statistically significant test involved the recommendation 
to permit substitution of proficiency in statistics or computer science 
for one language. A larger nu~ber of respondents than expected were 
undecided on this recommendation, contributing the bulk of the large 
statistical result. T~2.refore, aft.er the data are examined, little can 
be said for even this one significant finding. Of course, three hun-
dred five of about seven hundred responden~s agreed with the recommen-
dation, while two hundred sixty-eight opposed it. This did show rather 
strong support. 
It was further hypothesized that the suggested foreign language 
requirements recommendacions are independent of the foreign language 
capabilities of the respondents. Chi-square analyses are given in 
Table VII. 
The hypothesis as a whole could not be rejected with any degree of 
confidence, but neither could it be considered tenable. Notice that 
TABLE VI 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE A}!OUNT OF RESEARCH 
PUBLISHED OR SUPERVISED A:ID THE SUGGESTED 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE RECOMMEKDATIONS 
Suggested Foreign Language Requirement 
Recommendations 
Research 
Published 
Research 
Supervised 
*significant beyond the .05 level Degrees of freedom 4 
l . Require forei gn language proficiency 
for the Bachelor's degree 
2 . Require foreign language proficiency 
for admission to graduate study 
3 . Require fulfillment of the foreign lan-
guage requirement before admittance 
to the doctoral program 
4. Require fulfiilment of the foreign 
language requirement before 
acir,,i t !:~:1ce :::o lh0. second yca.r 
of the doctoral program 
5 . Make the reading examination more 
demanding 
6. Require both reading and speaking in 
one language for the Ph.D . 
7. Permit substitution of proficiency in 
statistics or computer science for 
one language 
8. Require reading knowledge in only 
one language for the Ph . D. 
9. Permit proficiency in English to 
meet the language requirement 
for foreign students 
10 . Make the foreign language requirement 
optional with the department 
11 . Make the foreign language requirement 
optional with the individual's 
commit tee 
12 . Leave the determination of proficiency 
in foreign languages to the major 
de par tmen t 
13 . Delete the foreign language 
requirement 
4 . 8173 
6 . 8756 
8 . 0695 
8 . 4531 
7 . 6920 
8.9620 
* 16.6023 
3 .5195 
5 . 4600 
0.8578 
2 . 5123 
1. 905 7 
4.2076 
4.3729 
5. 7103 
7. 2434 
5 . 4516 
4 . 2021 
7. 2602 
3 . 1707 
5. 0310 
6 .5 638 
1.9322 
5 . 8008 
4 . 9328 
2 . 9638 
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T;,BLE VI l 
CHI-SQU;J-~F. A:t,\LYSJS RESULTS OF THE Fm:ElGN l./lNGl'AGL P.J::QL'. IRf~!EN~ RECOM?l::HDAllO~:s 
AND THE FORCJG~ LM:GL1AGE CAP,,81Ll1IES (Jf rm: RtSl'Q!;r,r::TS 
Cannot Pursue Rec:td 
Suggested Fore.1.c,:-1 Languar;c R..:quirc-1,ent U!=:e r.hc Bib licit - Rc.1.d RC>se.irl'.h Read 
Recor.ir.1endaticns LanguJ.£CS r aphy Ab !'-.: ::·acts Art i c: l es J0urnals 
* Sit,:1i ficant beyond th<! .OS lc•:cl 
- - - --
1. Require a foreign l ang~og~ pr~fici~nLy 
* * * • f or the Bache l o:- ' s degree 2 .0'<90 11.5274 10.7598 I I . 9198 11.7572 
2 . Require a foreign lar.gu.1ge profic i c:n:::::,.· for 
* * * ad;;dssion t o graduate :::.tu<ly 2.7989 8 6771 2. 0699 9 . 3518 J!.. 1961 
3 . Require f t1 lfillr.1ent of the forei~n la~;~ag~ 
r equirer.cn t befcre admi ttan.: e ~ 0 th!, 
docLoral progra~, 0 . 21 Jti 6. 1428 1.8900 5 .L,l:; l 5. 0o9 J 
4. Require fulfillment o!: tht, fc1r(:i:1 l 2:-:;"J,1p_~ 
r equircr:,cnt before adr,i ttanct: tC'I tr>,-:.: 
* seccnd year of Lhe doctoral prograr l . 3380 7 . 4~2 7 2. 725 i , . 9370 1. 9336 
* 5. Make Lhe r eading examination EO~e de~aiding 0 . 1,985 9. 6131 2. 38 I 3 J . 9 J62 I . laG9 
6 . R~q~ire both reading and speaking in cne 
" l angu.:igC: fot· Lhc Ph.D . 0 . 3868 S .1S G4 5.5216 1. 27n 0. 0)!.~ 
7. Permit subsULution of p1·oficif:'nc:: ir !t1tb: tit:!'. ,, 
* * or c 08putcr science f or nnc 1J~guai·c 2 . 4 '• 74 f,. 11 35 7. 2481, (, .8895 12.9583 
8 . Require rt:"ading knowledge in only or;e l<!ntua:;-,:l: <· 
* * fc,r the Ph.D . 0 . 6896 7. l 2hl 8. I 796 1 ).4548 l B. c'>4'.' 
9 . Permit profjcicncy in English to ~eet LhA lan - ,, .. 
* guage r equirement for foreign students 4.5489 9. ! 114 7. 0989 9. 3783 14 . 8233 
10 . Make the l anguag~ requi r ement O?ti0n3~ ~1!h <· 
t he dcpar tmcr:t l . 9210 u.80:2 .'.t. 7~184 c. ~ 7 J(, 11 . 5,; 7 
11. Make t he f orejgn language requirLren t optiona l 
wit h the individu.il ' !- com:.:ittee 0.4120 6.7492 } . R698 4.3780 S. I la 3 
12. Leave tbe dcterr.iin.3'.. ;,:,r. cf r· r ofic:c:.cy i11 fc:-1.ci~n 
l anguages to the "~,0r depart~~~ts 0. 839~ 6. 39:0 6.665-" 3. 23~0 2 . 3703 
* * * 
. 
13. De l ete the foreign lanruaie requ1rc~~~t ] 8.6788 14 . :519 7. ~8 70 1 7 , 'J-• l., I". 6 l 1 3 
Ab!:.tract Converse 
Research l::f f ec -
Articles Li ve l y 
Dcg~ees of frecd ~n 
6. ll58 4.4120 
5.3706 2.0913 
3. 0298 3.3580 
3.31&5 I . 8162 
1. 90" I 2.522~ 
. 
0 . 527· 12 . 7563 
* 7. 1 759 ~. 9 399 
3 . o7~8 ti . 9570 
S . 7~ 7 5 3 . n~s 
2 . 0 391 2.47b5 
0. 39 I 7 I. 9 294 
: . (.02!. 3. 14 I 2 
0. ")('Q 2 . 6)(,6 
.. -------------------
+" 
w 
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the language capabilities were listed in a general order of increasing 
difficulty through conversing effectively. T~e first recommendation 
proposed requiring foreign language proficiency for the Bachelor's de-
gree, which was the way 63 per cent of the sampl e had their major 
encounter with foreign languages . Those who learned languages earlier 
than undergraduate school were the ones who could abstract research 
articles and converse effectively, so their recommendation in this 
respect was independent of their capability. The recommendation of the 
others was significantly related to their capabilities, which was 
probably in turn related to their background. The same interpretation 
could probably be applied to the. se.cond recommendation. 
What would account for seven of the first nine recommendations 
being related to the ability to pursue bibliography, while being inde-
pendent of most of the ot~sr abilities? An examination of the first 
nine recommendations reveals that these dealt with proficiency of the 
language in so!Tie v:ay while the next three recommendations dealt with 
the language reqci~amant itsalf (with the possible exception of 
recommendation twelve). As 72 per cent of the sample could pursue 
bibliography, a rela::ion exisced between this ability and proficiency 
recommendations. Wi::h a gc.eater degree of language ability required, 
the recommendations suggestE.d w.,,re. independent of . the language capabil-
ities. The verification of a re.la~ionship between being able to con-
verse effectively and the reco:rrmendation of requiring both reading and 
speaking in one language for the Ph.D. tends to support the above 
interpretation. It can probably be said that with increasing language 
capability, there is a tendency for the recommendations to be independ-
ent of the language capabilities. The results shown by recommendation 
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thirteen, deletion of the foreign langua ge requirements, further sub -
stantiated this view. Very strong relationships, most of them well 
beyond the .001 level of significance, existed between the foreign 
language capability and the recommendation. At the capability levels 
of being able to abstract research articles and being able to converse 
effectively, the thirteenth recommendation was independent of the 
language capability. 
The Rec ommendations 
The Admussen (1967) study reported that several changes had been 
made in the foreign language requirement for the Ph.D. at many univer-
sities and hinted chat several more were to be made shortly. Mos t 
studies seemed to indicate the biological and physical sciences were 
somewhat set apart from the general population regarding the foreign 
language requirement: . A comparison of tbe present study with the 
Admussen study see'.lle:d co confirm that conclusion. 
A tabulation of tl::.e reco'.1lmenda::ions as :::-elated to several possible 
faccors was made . T~e tabulation could provide background information 
for possible future decisions concerning the foreign language require-
ment for the biological and p'l::;'sical sciences. 
The responses were divided inco yes, no, and undecided categories 
and the percencages of the cotal calculaced. Discarding all the unde-
cided answers, the percentages of the r..o answers were subtracted from 
the yes answers. The resulting figure indicated the degree of agree-
ment or disagreement wich the recommendation, a positive answer showing 
agreement and a negative answer showing disagreement . The larger the 
number, the stronger the agreement or tte disagreement. The results 
are given in Tab le VIII . 
An examination of Table VI II sho~s that t he res pondents a greed 
with but three of the suggested recommenda tions: 
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(1) Require foreign language proficiency for the Bachelor's de -
gree . The respondents agreed more strongly on this recommendation than 
on any other. In the review of literature, one of the top suggestions 
made was that the language requirement be satisfie'd early and then used 
in graduate work (Locke 1950, White 1954, McCloy 1958, Keniston 1939, 
Brickman 1961, Wilson 1965). With renewed interest in forei gn l an gua-
ges at levels below gra duate sc.hool (Parker 1961), this recommendation 
s hows promise in helping to solve the graduate school forei gn language 
dilemma . 
(2) Per mit proficiency in English to meet the language require-
ment f or forei gn s ~udsnts. T~e rea ction was also strongly favorable on 
this recommenda.t.ion, but many respoc1dents had qua li f ied answers. They 
commen t ed tha. t r:he reco:rr:ne::i.datiori. wa s agree&ble if the f ore i gn stu-
den t 's na tive l a.nguagl~ r.a.d a r e2sonable s c ientific literature in his 
field. Acc.ording t o Viens and Wadsworth (1957), a pa ttern is develop-
ing i n whicll many gr2.dt.,:,. te sci:'.ools a r e now a l l owing increasing subs ti -
tution away f rom F"•ce!:.ch or Ger .:nan . 
(3) Permit s ubsr. i tuti on of proficiency in sta tistics or computer 
science for one language . A very weak agreement to t hi s r ecommenda tion 
r esul ted f r om the c;;.bulation . ·:rE. more r ecent gr aduates , t he compre-
hensive non - land gr&.nt stc.t.e enivsr siti es , the ass istant professors, 
and the deans gav e the major support . Viens and Wadsworth (195 7) 
reported t hat in their study of 121 graduate s c hoo ls , near l y 25 per 
c ent made such a s ubstitution poss i ble, e i ther in t he school a t lar ge 
* 
IA31£ Vll l 
m:.GR£E OF ,\ C,-f ~"i ~.-:•,: OR DISA01:L~'. ST \.;l_ l I nc SIJVVL, ... -:::n 
R£CO~!;. ,·,rro·;s AS RELATf.:J 10 sr·:~Y ..AL FACTORS 
. 
------'--~F~o"'-c.tor~•-~-~---------------
lnstJ t ution 
S:.:gges t.cd R~co::;r:.l,r.d:. t. ~-,.. a 
Ti ne Ph.D. 
R.:!,:e i ved __ l ____ f ____ ) Composi :.c 
Ti me Ph.D. Rccci,.·('J: (1) Pr~ ,:: :c >-:::- , (2) 1946 to 195.:., ()) 1955 or Later 
lnstituti.:,r. : (1) LaN.! Grant:'>. ;;~.:. '.'-'.. L'nh:crsitics, (2) L.1.nd Crctnt and Cumrrehcnsive St:tc t: nivcr.sitics , ()) Ccr.nprehensive Non~Land Cranl 
St.-.lc L:nivc·r5i!.:..i:: 
Rank : (1) Prc- fess('lr , (2) As;:-..:::..?:£" ?r:, fe$5cr, (3) Assista:,t P:-0f ~ssor , (l.) Graduate 1-;an 
l. Require f,:.,:-ei t:n lar.£~,,~e p:- .. -::c.er,cy f er 
t !1e Bach!::lor 1 s d.,~:-ec + 5) +5 6 +5 4 +50 +45 +59 +52 +53 +55 
2. Reriuirc f o!"eir:i L1:1t,u:q:,e ~r::·:~:~;-::y f or 
a~niss ion cc gr.Jdu :e:t .,_ s :~ _.-
- 6 +20 + 2 -25 - 18 - b 0 + 5 
- 7 
3. Require fulfillr. •t:!:, t of r :,~ .:":::-ei:--, l an.;uage 
r eq•.1ir.e.:::·::'nt before .:i.~:--.tt.:.:-.:.e :o th~ 
d C1c t ,,r~ l pro gra:r 
- 5 +12 + 4 -18 - ll -10 + 2 + 4 0 
4. Require fuliill"'c~,t of t ~c: f:-:-e:~:-i languat,c 
r t!c;uiren·ent befor1.. ad;i.t:.,·:e :.c the 
second y~ar o f t h~ tioc:.c:a: ;-:-.:- fra:n • 7 +12 - 4 -17 -12 - 7 - 3 
- 1 -1 6 
5. ?-'.a.kc l he readin g c>c1:~in.1.!.i.: !"'. :;-.;:e rl ~'t'.;m,ii:1g · 4) -3& - 46 - 50 -38 -51 -42 -39 -48 
6. Re11 u irc b oth rca1ing and s;:-e.a~::~f. in one 
l anguage for the Ph.D . ·54 -5 9 -51 ·55 -60 -53 -53 -5 2 -51 
7. Pennil sub.;tituti on o f prc!:.::ie·:y in $t,Histics 
or cornpu:.er science fo:: C':"c? : .::-iua ge + 6 + 3 + 4 +13 - 8 + b +1 2 - l + 7 
8. Req~ire reading k no\.:ledgl! i; .::,.:- one lan buage 
for t he Ph.D. • 8 -1 2 - 3 • 7 + 2 - 5 -14 - 9 
9. Permit proficiency iQ Ent-l:.s ..... tc reel the lar.-
guas;e requirc~cn t f or torte:£_:. s:udcnts +3.:. +28 +2 0 -t!t) + 32 +)l +35 +33 + 34 
10. Make the f circign l anguage r~;.Ji:-e:::-ent o ptional 'with 
t he depart!.'cnt - 2 • 14 • l + 3 + l - 3 - ~ - 5 
- 9 
11. Make the f oreit,n lanbuat,;e re<;_ .... re::-icn t optiona l 
,..ith t.he i ndividua l' s cn-=-:: : ce • 37 - 4 1 ·43 -33 -4 6 -39 -31 -40 -45 
12 . Leave d tc>tCtl".'ination of pr,.~f:.::e:-.=:• 1n f or eign 
l ane:i.:.agf!s t o t he r.ajor c!e;:1::.:-~:-t -l b • l ) -11 • 8 -16 • 6 ·22 ·20 -17 
13. Dt.:lcte :.!.~ fcrciE;n l an&u.l;·c =-~:_ .. :-£-enc • 50 -5 9 -5 8 -5 6 -~l -67 -60 -55 ·59 
Rank 
+49 +58 
-3 2 
- 9 
-3 2 • 13 
·12 +23 
-48 -59 
-64 -5 8 
+1 4 +12 
• 3 
-21 
+3 9 +17 
+11 +22 
-1 4 ·4 7 
- 4 -17 
·bl • 74 
+:-
-..J 
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or in some departments of the school . 
Nor.e of the other suggested recommendations was agreeable. Dis-
agreement was very strong in three cf them, namely (1) require both 
reading and speaking in one language for the Ph.D., (2) delete the 
foreign language requirement, and (3) make the reading examination more 
demanding. 
Of the other recommendations on which respondents disagreed, it 
can be noted that with some, there was general disagreement, but with 
others, the issue was divided. One such recommendation was the one 
which dealt. with making the foreign language requirement optional with 
the depart~ent. Besides the rela~ively strong disagreement from those 
who graduated prior to 1946, the recommendation would have been in the 
agreeable category. Graduate deans gave strong approval to the recom-
mendation. 
It is of i~portance to noce one other point about Table VIII. 
Respondents who graduat1:od 1955 or lat2.r we.re &.t variance with the other 
two "time'' c.acegoc.i-c.s on most recc:nmenda.ti.o::s. They were of co:npletely 
different opinions (e .g., re.com~endations two, three, and ten) or they 
agreed or di.sagr2ed more strongly than one or both of the other groups. 
As trends may indic&te possible future directions and problem areas, a 
trend of this sort is notewortty si~ce the recent graduates constitute 
the group . If it had been one of the other t,110 groups, the possible 
significance would not be very great as any effect reaulting from their 
opinion would be felt now o::· wou.ld have been of no consequence . The 
impact on the foreign language problem by recent graduates is yet to be 
felt. For instance, graduate schools do not have a uniform language 
requirement for admission (Viens and Wadsworth 1957). The prior to 
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1946 graduates agreed with the recommendation that a foreign language 
proficiency for admission to graduate school should be requir ed , but 
the 1955 or later graduates disagreed very strongly (-25). If their 
opinions remain unchanged, the possibilities of the graduate school 
tightening the language requirement for admission do not seem probable. 
The Functions 
Six language functions with no numbered order were listed on the 
questionnaire. The respondents were asked to number the functions in 
order of importance, giving the rank of the function foreign languages 
1'should serve11 and the rank the foreig:1 la.ngca.ge "is serving." So many 
respondents indicated no function for several of the listed statements 
that a number seven was assigned to designate "no function." 
:he ranks of each £unction were tabulated by computer. Surprising 
unanimity existed ~n t~e funccions foreign languages should serve and 
the functions t~ay are serving. Wten considering such diverse group-
ings as administration, times of receiving the Ph.D., and the types of 
institutions, all agreed with tha composi~e rankings. The degree of 
ranking was nae tl:-:.e sam,3 for each g:::-oup, but t:he order of ranking was 
the same. ·2:·::-.at obviated the r\ecessi:.y of including the above mentioned 
groups in the comparative t~ble (~able IX). Also, as judged by these 
groups, no disc:rc,.pancy was seen be r:ween the ft:nc tion the requirement 
should serve and the funu:ion the requirement is serving. 
Little difference fro~ the composite can be detected in the func-
tion the forE.ign language requirernE.nt should serve as viewed by these 
groups. The chemists and the physicists placed effccctive personal com-
munication with foreigners in che. ir native tongu.~ in the third spot, 
- ---· 
Fune tion3 th2 foreign LanguGge 
Requirement Should ServE 
·-·----
1. Research tool 
2 . Obtaining ec!ucational 
i nfor:na ti0n 
3. Cul tural devclopmsnt 
4 . Effec tivc p~rsona l co,nmu-
nication ,!i th for .::: igners 
i n their native t ongue 
5. Basis f or clearsr Engli s h 
c omprehens i on 
TABLE IX 
A COHPAR.ISON BY GROUPS OF TIL FUNCTIONS THE 
FOF..ElGN L..!\NGUAGE REQUIRErlEN :':' SHOULD SERVE 
--·--- -------------- R:111ki ng 
C'.)mposi to:: Bot,.:;.ny Chcmi , try Physics 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 4 
3 3 4 2 
4 4 3 3 
5 5 5 5 
6. :Ma i ntain i nterest in foreign 
l anguages below the 
graduate l eve l 6 6 6 6 
Zool ogy Research 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
Teaching 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
v, 
0 
but disagreed on the ranking of obtaining educational information and 
cultural development. The physicists gave a high rank to cultural 
development, while the chemists placed cultural development fourth. 
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Nothing startling is uncovered by observing the rankings of the 
functions the foreign language requirement is serving (Table X). Only 
minor shufflings of the rankings as compared to the composite are de-
tected. A comparison of the table for the functions the foreign lan-
guage requirement should serve with the table for the functions the 
foreign language requirement is serving does bring out something worthy 
of notation. The physicists pl&ced more emphasis upon the function as 
a means of cultural develop:,12nt than did the other groups, viewing it 
as of second importance bot.h f or the function it should serve and for 
the function it is serving. ~he view is not held universally . Seeming 
to echo Alexander (1964)~ one respondent ~~ote that there was no data 
to indicate that translators and inter?rcters had become more liberal~ 
minded than non- linguists . Ee stated that lack cf provincialism de-
pended more upon the general level of edecation and the social environ-
ment th2n upon the learning of a language. 
The chemists w~re the o:1ly group which listed the function of 
maincaining incarest in foraign languages below the graduate level at a 
rank above thE. si".lct:h Sf)ot, and it was listed i.n the "is serving" group 
and not in tl,e "s:-,ould s2.rve'' group . The Adrnussen (1967) study advised 
that the Ph.D . language requir€ment as i.t read in the vast majority of 
American universities was c ert.;;,i.n to have a demoralizing effect on the 
future of undergraduate language learning. In their comments, most of 
the respondents mentioned that this function was v ery desirable, but 
that it had no place at the graduate level. Even so, if the languages 
Functions the Foreign Languogo 
Requirement Is Serving 
1. Resear ch too l 
2. Obtaining educationa l 
i nformation 
3. Cultural development 
Lf. Effective persona l comrnu~ 
n ication with foreigners 
in their native tongue 
5. Basis for clearer English 
comprehension 
TABLE X 
A CONPARISON BY CROUPS OF TlL FUNCTIONS TllE 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIRE:MEtiT IS SERVING 
Ranking_ 
Composits Botany Chemi s try Physics 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 4 
3 3 3 2 
4 5 4 3 
5 4 6 5 
6. Maintain interest in fore ign 
languages below the 
graduate l eve l 6 6 5 6 
Zoo lo gy Research 
1 1 
2 3 
3 2 
Lf 4 
5 5 
6 6 
Teaching 
1 
2 
3 
5 
4 
6 
u, 
N 
_for the Ph.D. are to be relcvcnt, Qll indic3tions point to better 
training below the graduate level. 
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Although this study presents no experimental evidence to verify 
the point, from the responses and the comments of the respondents and 
from the review of literature, it can be said that the foreign language 
problem is different at the graduate level from all the other levels . 
It is only at the graduate level that research comes to play a dominant 
role in the training process . Therefore, the study approach at the 
graduate level differs from the study approach at the undergraduate 
level . Whereas the undergraduate approach includes conjugations, con-
versational ability, customs, and t:'.'aditions, the graduate strives for 
a reading knowledge. Hence it cannot be categorized with other lan-
guage study below the graduate level since the goals of learning are 
different . 
The respondents in the biological and physical sciences stated 
that the only pertinent function the foreign language requirement 
should serve and is serving was as a research tool. An indication of 
how strongly they felt is to observe the per cent of answers which 
assigned a no function rank t o the other functions . The range of 
percentages ran from :25 per cent for the function of obtaining educa-
tional information to 44 per cent for the function of maintaining 
interest in foreign languages below the graduate level. The trend in 
their thinking was reflected in a comparison of Table IX and Table X 
under the research column. The researchers felt that the function of 
cultural development was presently ranked ahead of the function of 
obtaining educational information, but that it should be ranked below 
it . 
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The comments on the questionnaires belie the above. The responses 
circled indicated a research function for the language requirement, but 
the comments indicated some sort of arts function •. The language re -
quirement was highly criticized as a nuisance and as an irritant, but 
these same respondents did not want to delete the foreign language 
requirement. They stated that the only function the requirement serves 
is as a research tool, yet indicated that there was no correlation be -
tween language ability and ability in scientific research or subsequent 
productivity in research. That is contradictory. 
What is the function of the foreign language requirement? Cer -
tainly the function as a research tool is a primary one. Nevertheless, 
it probably does not account for keeping the requirement. Some intan-
gible factor seems to confound the issue. A person is better off for 
having studied languages and he is reluctant to do away with the re -
quirement even though he states that it has outlived its usefulness . 
In other words, languages may have outlived their usefulness as a 
research tool, but they have not outlived their usefulness to the 
scientists . If che foreign language requirement for the Ph.D . were to 
be deleted, 63 per cent of the respondents felt that the quality and 
the effcctive:..-18ss of the program would be downgraded, while only 6 per 
cent felt that the program would be upgraded. Many stated that the 
downgrading would not affect the research, but that the Ph.D . would be 
reduced to a technical degree instead of a scholarly one. 
Only 34 per cent of the res pondents felt that the language re -
quirement was presently serving as a hurdle or screening device, and of 
that 34 per cent, 71 per cent felt it should r.ot serve such a purpose. 
Clearly, the respondents would not attach much significance to a hurdle 
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function. If it does serve such a function it is but a by-product and 
not an intended one. As one res pondent commented, all requirements 
serve as hurdles, but there are better filters than the language re-
quirement. 
Again, the present study hinted that the time factor involved in 
learning languages had been greatly overplayed. The 1960 Conference 
Report of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
(Brown 1960) indicated that it took a median of five months to satisfy 
the language requirement, while the Nichols and Everson (1967) study 
reported that it took four months of full time graduate study. The 
average time spent by the respondents in the present study was equiva-
lent to three semester hours of graduate study. True, 89 per cent of 
the respondents had prior language experiences before enrolling in 
graduate school, but even if they did not have prior experiences, they 
indicated that the ccqu!.rcmcnt was not a formidable one. 
To fully state the function of the foreign language requirement 
for the Ph.D., a stcdy of the meaning of the degree would first have to 
be made. The concept of a requirement at the graduate level is inti-
mately interlinked with the purpose of the degree for which that re-
quirement exists. No general agreement seems to exist as to the goals 
of graduate education or the meaning of the Ph.D. The conclusion of 
the writer is that the elusiveness of the task of defining an exact 
function for the foreign language requirement is due to the vagueness 
of the educational philosophy at the graduate level. Each university 
should examine its own purposes and set its foreign language require-
ments in light of its own goals rather than try to follow a traditional 
pattern. 
CR~PTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
On the basis of experimental evidence there is reason to conclude 
the following: 
1 . Prior language experiences affect the choice of options to 
satisfy the foreign language requirement. The greater the 
extent of foreign language contact before enrolling in gradu-
ate school, the greater the independence of choice of options. 
2 . The option chosen to sacisfy the foreign language requirement 
does not affect the later use made of languages. 
3. No relation exists between the language capability and the 
productivity of the researcher . 
4. No relation exists between the productivity of the researcher 
and the suggested foreign language requirement recommenda-
tions. 
5. With increasing foreign language capability, there is a tend-
ency for the suggested foreign language requirement recommen-
dations to be independent of the language capabilities . 
6 . The earlier graduates have higher language competency and 
usage levels than more recent graduates . 
7. Most doctoral students are prepared for the foreign languages 
before entering graduate school . 
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8. Foreign language study to pass the proficiency test at the 
graduate level takes very little time. 
9. The primary function of the foreign language requirement as 
viewed by 68 per cent of the respondents is to provide a 
research tool. 
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10. Evidence exists that there is something beside the questioned 
aspects of this study in languages. Though no relation 
exists between the language capability and researc·h activity, 
and though the cultural aspect of languages is not rated 
highly, some aspect is of sufficient import to merit keeping 
the foreign language requirement for the Ph.D. Only 10 per 
cent of the respondents feel it should be deleted. 
11. The language problem at the graduate level is different from 
the language problem at the undergraduate level, the goals 
being different. 
12. The results of the study show that the biological and the 
physical sciences differ from the other areas (e.g., educa-
tion, engineering, social science) in the way the respondents 
view foreign languages. 
Recommendations 
The major recommendations from the study for further research are 
as follows: 
1. A study to ascertain the relationship between the option 
chosen to satisfy the forei gn language requirement and the 
amount of use made of the languages after graduation could 
yield information helpful in making decisions related to the 
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requirements. The present study compared the use mada of the 
languages with the option chosen, but it made no attempt to 
find the degree of use. 
2 . The respondents indica t ed t hat research is hampered by the 
lack of a good foreign language background. The problem of 
how much the research is impeded should be incorporated in a 
further study . 
3. An additional problem which should be investigated is the 
relationship of foreign language c orr.petency to the length of 
time since receiving the degree. In general , does the compe-
tency level rise or fall with increasing years of service? 
4. A study designed to define the func tion of the Ph.D . degree 
could help solve some of the dissatisfaction associated with 
requirements for the degree. 
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APPENDIX A 
DATA- GATHERING INSTRUMENT 
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Schedule No. 
(leave this space blank) 
A Study of the Foreign Language Requirement for the 
Ph . D. in the Biological and the Physical Sciences 
PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER TO INDICATE YOUR RESPONSE 
A. Personal Data - Not for purposes of individual identification but 
for classification of data as to possible factors influencing 
responses . 
1 . Sex 1 . Male 2 . Female 
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2 . Name of university from which the Ph . D. was received 
~~~~~ 
3 . Time Ph.D . was received 
1 . Prior to 1946 2. 1946 to 1954 3 . 1955 or later 
4 . Name of institution where presently employed 
5 . Present rank or title ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
6. Present responsibility among t he following three : 
% Administration % Research % Teaching 
~~-
7. Present area of r esponsibility : 
1. Botany 2 . Chemistry 3 . Physic s 4 . . Zoology 
8 . Excluding your dissertation, how many research articles have 
you published (or presented at a conference or soc iety) i n 
the last five years? 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 More than 8 
9 . How many books have you published in the last f i ve years ? 
0 1 2 3 4 More than 4 
10 . How many Goctoral dissertations have you supervised (as major 
advisor) in the last five years? 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mor e than 8 
B. Foreign Language Background 
11 . Which of the following six options were used to fulfill the 
foreign language requirement for your Ph .D.? 
1. Reading knowledge of two languages 
2 . Reading knowled ge of one language 
3. Thorough knowledge of one language 
4 . Reading knowledge of one language and another research 
tool substituted for the second language 
5. No language used. Substituted research tool, e.g . , statis -
tics and-or mathematics, computer science, etc . 
6. No language or substitute required 
12 . If you chose option 4 or 5 of number 11, what research tool(s) 
were selected as a substitute? 
13. If you used another research tool as a substitute for a Lan-
guage, how much time did you spend while in graduate school 
in acquiring proficiency in its use? Give the total number 
of semester credit hours and if done by independent study, 
give the estimated equivalent in semester credit hours (1 
quarter hour equals 2/3 semester hour), 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 More than 9 
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14 . If you chose option 1, 2, 3, or 4 of ques tion number 11, did 
you have experience with the foreign language(s) chosen prior 
to enrolling in gradua te school? 
1. Yes 2 . No. 
15 . If you had language experience prior to graduate school (no . 
14), check all the following which apply to your background 
in the foreign language(s ) chosen t o mee t the requirement for 
the Ph.D., even if it app li es to one language only. 
1. Learned because I grew up with it, ei ther as the native 
tongue of the home or c ommuni ty, as my parents desired 
it, or as I traveled abroad (a rmed services, etc .) 
2 . Learned at an early age (high school or younger) in school 
and continued t o use the language(s) . 
3. First encountered in undergraduate courses . 
16 . If you had no language experience prior to graduate school (no. 
14), by what means or methods did you acquire knowledge of 
the language(s) used? 
1. By course work, either by forma l course work or by special 
instruction groups . 
2. By study independent of course work or by use of a tutor . 
17. How much time did you spend while i n graduate school satisfying 
the foreign language r equirement for the Ph.D . ? Give your 
total time so that it is an estimated equivalent in semester 
credit hours, whether you took course work or did it inde-
pendently (1 quarter hour equals 2/3 s emester hour) . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 More than 9 
18 . When was the foreign language requirement sa tisfied? 
1. Prior to receiving t he Master ' s degree 
2 . Prior to beginning of disserta tion for the Ph .D. 
3 . Prior to completion of dissertation for the Ph . D. 
4. After completion of dissertation for the Ph .D. 
Any comments pertinent to items 11 through 18 which would explain 
or give additional information would be grea tly appreciated . 
Comments: 
C. Usage of the Foreign Language 
Of the following, circle in the left column (number 19) the ones 
which you can perform competently. 
Using the same list, circle in the right column (number 20) the 
ones you do use regularly when doing research : 
19. Can 
1. Pursue bibliography 
2. Read abstracts 
3 . Read research articles 
4. Read journals 
5 . Re;:id research articles and 
6 . Converse effectively 
7. Do none of these 
Additional Comments Are Encouraged 
Comments: 
20 . Do 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
abstract them 5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
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21. To what extent did you use foreign language(s) in the prepara-
tion of your dissertation? 
1 . None 2 . Slightly 3. Moderately 4 . Extensively 
22. In your present use of foreign language(s) which one of the 
f ollowing would best apply? 
1 . Reading for information related to course work (education-
al information) 
2 . Reading for information related to research 
3 . Equal usage between educational information and research 
4. Reading or speaking for other purposes 
5. Do not use 
23. If another research tool (e.g., statistics, computer science) 
was substituted for r.he second langua ge or both langua ges, 
plea.Se answer the following: 
a. To what exten~ did you use these tool(s ) in the prepara-
tion of your dissertat ion? 
1. None 2. Slightly 3. Moderately 4. Extensively 
b. After graduation, to what extent have you used these 
tool(s) in your research? 
1. None 2. Slightly 3. Moderately 4 . Extensively 
c. If you chose one language and one research tool as an 
option (option 4 of number 11), which of the two has 
been of more value in research and-or teaching? 
1 . Language 2. Research tool 3. Both equal 4 . Neither 
of value 
24 . & 25. In your opinion, what function should the foreign lan -
guage requirement for the Ph.D. presently serve and what 
function is it presently serving? Please number these 1 
throu gh 6 in descendin g order of importance, using number 1 
for the Dost important function and placing the answers to 
Should Serve on the left. Repeat on the ri ght for the 
answers to Is Serving, numbering them in descending order of 
importance. 
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24. Should Serve 25 . Is Serving 
As a basis for clearer English comprehens ion 
Maintain interest in foreign languages below 
the graduate level 
As a means of communicating personally with 
forei gners in their native tongue 
As a means of cultural development 
As a means of obtaining information to be used 
in course work 
As a research tool 
Comments on items 21 through 25 are encouraged . 
Comments: 
26 . In the literature on the subject, some writers imply that a 
function the foreign language requirement is serving is as a 
device or hurdle to discourage the less competent or less 
persistent. Do you think this is presently the case? 
1. Yes 2. No 
27. If your answer to number 26 is "Yes ," do you think that it 
should serve as a screening device? 
1. Yes 2. No 
Comments: 
D. Recommendations 
28. In the university where you are presently employed, which of 
the following do you think should be done? (Disregard wheth-
er it is presently being done or not.) 
Yes 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
No 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Undecided 
3 A. 
3 B. 
3 c . 
3 D. 
3 E. 
3 F . 
3 G. 
Require foreign language proficiency 
for the Bachelor's degree 
Require fore i gn language proficiency 
for admission to graduate study 
Require fulfillment of the foreign 
language requirement before admit~ 
tance to the doctoral program 
Require fulfillment of the foreign 
language requirement before admit-
tance to the second year of the 
doctoral program 
Make the reading examination more 
demanding 
Require both reading and speaking in 
one language for the Ph.D. 
Permit substitution of proficiency in 
statistics or computer science for 
one l anguage 
3 H. Requir e r eading knowledge in only one 
language for the Ph . D. 
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Yes No Undecided 
1 2 3 I. For for eign students per~it prof iciency 
in Englis h to meet the language 
requ i remen t 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
Comments are encouraged 
Comments : 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
Make the forei gn language requirement 
optional with the departmen t 
Make the foreign language requirement 
optional with the individual's com-
mittee (according to career plans) 
Leave the determination of proficiency 
· in foreign languages to the major 
department 
Delete the foreign language requirement 
29 . If the foreign language requirement were to be deleted, it is 
possible that some positive values could result. Of the 
following which one do you think would be most likely? If in 
your opinion it has no positive value, leave 29 blank . 
1 . Increase the time which cau be devoted to specialized 
study 
2 . Increase the time which can be devoted t o research on the 
dissertation 
3 . Shorten the training time for the Ph . D. 
30. Conversely, negative values could result if the foreign lan-
guage requirement were to be deleted. Of the following, 
which one would be most likely? If in your opinion none of 
this would happen, leave it blank. 
1. Develop provincialism 
2 . Diminish cultural opportunities 
3 . Hamper research in that some material will not be readily 
available 
4 . Limit the vocabulary of American students greatly 
31 . Considering the total effect, if the foreign language require-
ment for the Ph.D. were to be deleted, what would happen t o 
the quality and effectiveness of the Ph.D . program? 
1. Be upgraded 2. Be downgraded 3 . Remain unchanged 
Comments : 
APPENDIX B 
CHI- SQUA..~E ANALYSES OF VARIOUS FACTORS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT 
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I. Opti0n Chosen to Satisfy the Foreign La nguage Requirement and 
the Prior Language Experience (Tab l e II, Page 33) 
Prior Experiences o,) tion Options 
x2 
* 
2, 3, 4 
Significant beyond the .05 leve l 
Foreign language experience prior Yes 604 21 
* to graduate school No 65 9 12.4457 
Grew up with the languages Yes 41 l 0 . 399 3 No 628 29 
Learned languages in high school Ye s 245 !l l. 2693 
or at a younger age No 424 22 
Learned languages in undergraduate Yes 433 12 * 8 .1943 
courses No 231 18 
II. Optio.i Chosen To Satisfy th.:, Foreign Language Requirement and the 
Use Made of Languages After Graduation (Table III, Page 35) 
Use of Languages 
* Significant beyond the . 05 level 
Do not UGC l:int',Uil,_',(' fi 
Pursue bibliogra phy 
Read abstracts 
Read research articles 
Read journals 
Abstract research articles 
Converse effectively 
\'(• H 
Nn 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Option 
l 
3')1 
278 
403 
261 
420 
249 
253 
416 
110 
559 
54 
615 
Options 
2, 3, 4 
15 
15 
13 
17 
12 
18 
10 
20 
3 
27 
2 
28 
0 . 1262 
0 . 9235 
3 . 7767 
* 6 . 3691 
0 . 2521 
0 .8561 
0 . 1709 
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III. Amount of Research Published and the Fordgn 
Language Capabilities (Table IV , Page 36) 
Language Capabilities Research Articles Published 
*signi ficant beyond the .OS level 0 1-8 > 9 x2 
Ca nnot use languages Yes 4 14 16 0.9851 No 50 311 322 
Pursue bibliography Yes 37 235 246 2. 9181 No 17 90 92 
Read abstracts Yes 38 261 252 5.9927 No 16 64 86 
Read research articles Yes 38 244 260 1. 1693 No 16 81 78 
Read journals Yes 26 166 188 1 .9252 No 28 159 150 
Abstract research articles Ye~ 11 107 106 3 . 4025 No 43 218 232 
Converse effectively Yes 5 44 57 4.0419 
No 49 281 281 
IV. Amount of Research Supervised and the Foreign Language 
Capabi lities (Tab le IV, Page 36) 
Language Capabilities Roese.irch Supervised 
* Significant beyond the .05 level 0 1-8 > 9 x2 
Canno t use languages Yes 12 20 2 l. 35 3 7 No 181 465 37 
Pursue bibliography Yes 143 345 30 1.0911 No 50 140 9 
Read abstracts Yes 157 368 26 1 . 085 3 No 36 117 13 
Read research articles Yes 141 373 28 l.4317 No 52 112 11 
Read journals Yes 96 ?.66 18 2.2198 
No 97 219 21 
Abstract research articles Yes 52 15 7 15 2 .8290 No ]!ti 328 24 
Converse effectively Yes 21 80 5 4. 1003 No 172 1105 34 
* 
V. Amount of Research Published and the Foreign Language Reco11:111endations 
Suggested (Table VI, Page 42) 
Recommendations Suggested 
Si gnificant beyond the .OS level 
Kequire foreign lan guage· 
proficiency for the 
Bachelor's degree 
Require foreign language. 
proficiency for admission 
to graduate study 
Require fulfillment of the foreign 
laniuage requirement before 
admittance to the doctoral 
program 
Require fulfillment of the fore ign 
lnngu~gc requirement b~fore 
.1~1nit t a :~ce to the 3~coi1d year 
of the doctoral program 
P.ake the r~ading examination 
1J1ore demanding 
Require both reading and 
sµ~aking in one language 
for the Ph.D. 
Permit substitu tion of proficiency 
in staLi~tics or computer science 
for one language 
Require reading knowledge in 
only one language 
Permit proficiency in English to 
meet the language requirement 
for foreign students 
Hake the foreign language 
requiremcnL opciunal with 
the de par tmen t 
Make the foreign language require-
ment optiocal with the 
individual's conrrnittee 
Leave the dct~rmination of 
proficiency in foreign 
languages to the major 
department 
Delete the foreign language 
requirement 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
Nu 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Yi..!S 
No 
Undecided 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Research Published 
0 
33 
10 
11 
22 
17 
15 
22 
18 
14 
16 
20 
18 
12 
21, 
18 
3 
35 
16 
10 
17 
19 
17 
21 
16 
31 
7 
18 
18 
23 
13 
9 
29 
16 
14 
23 
17 
4 
3'> 
15 
1-8 
231 
57 
37 
109 
154 
62 
116 
157 
52 
123 
134 
68 
57 
l'l2 
76 
46 
221 
58 
156 
118 
51 
103 
143 
79 
187 
75 
62 
134 
137. 
59 
73 
19 3 
59 
100 
l 'i2 
73 
27 
228 
70 
~9 
235 
57 
46 
132 
138 
68 
135 
134 
69 
103 
132 
103 
42 
208 
88 
37 
220 
81 
131 
133 
74 
118 
124 
96 
187 
83 
67 
132 
14.'.t 
62 
71 
202 
65 
109 
159 
70 
43 
224 
71 
72 
4.8173 
6.8756 
8.0695 
8.4531 
7.6920 
8.9620 
* 16.6023 
3.5195 
5 .4600 
0.8578 
2.5123 
l. 9U5 7 
4.2076 
Vl. i-•• 1,ounL of Resear,b Supct·vLsed and the F,,r,,ign Language 
R"conmendations Suggested (TaGle VI, Pa~c 42) 
Recommendations Suggested 
*signiiic~nt beyond the .05 level 
Require forl;)ign langua ge proficiency 
for the ~achelor's degree 
Require foreign language proficiency 
for admission to graduate study 
Require fulfillment of the foreign 
langua ge requirement before 
admitt~nce Lo the doctoral 
program 
Rcquin; ful fi 11111,•nt of the foreign 
langu,,g,, rcquir1::11cnt be1ot·e 
almictance to tt1c second year 
of the doctoral program 
t"~aK~ Lb.? rea~:..ng examination 
more demanding 
Require bo th reading and 
speaking in one language 
for the Ph.D. 
Permit substitution of profici ency 
in statistics or computer science 
for one langu,,c:, 
Require reading knowledge 
in only one language 
Permit proficiency in En glish to 
111eet the L1nr,u3gc! requiremenr. 
f l) [ f0r~i);n St lJdCnLS 
Make the foreign language 
require;uenc optional 
with che <leparLmcnt 
Make the foreign language require-
ment optiona l with chc 
individual's co,,,rnitLee 
Leave the determination of 
proficiency in foreign 
languages ~o the major 
department 
Delete the foreign language 
requirement 
Research Supervi~ed 
0 
Yes 12l, 
No 39 
Undecided 30 
Yes 59 
No 94 
Undecided 41 
Yes 62 
No 9S 
Undecided 36 
Y,·,; &2 
NL> 7B 
Undecided 5 3 
Yes 36 
No 114 
Undecided 43 
Yes 22 
No 14 1 
Undecided 30 
Yes 8 7 
No 68 
Undecided 38 
Yes 5 7 
No 86 
Undecided 50 
Yes 119 
No :J6 
Und-,~ i<leJ 38 
Yes 79 
No 81 
Undecided 33 
Yes !,9 
No 100 
Undecided 44 
Yes 68 
No 86 
Undecided 39 
Yes 19 
No 132 
Undecided 42 
1-8 
34 7 
79 
59 
18 7 
203 
95 
192 
203 
90 
I b2 
201 
122 
71 
21! 7 
127 
61 
308 
116 
205 
181 
99 
163 
188 
134 
267 
115 
103 
189 
204 
92 
9 7 
299 
89 
139 
233 
113 
54 
326 
105 
2CJ 
ti 
I 7 
13 
9 
,9 
12 
8 
l 8 
9 
4 
22 
13 
3 
26 
lO 
13 
19 
7 
Ul 
13 
8 
19 
14 
6 
1 'j 
14 
10 
l 
2'1 
7 
10 
1 ', 
8 
l 
29 
9 
73 
4. 3 / 29 
5. 7103 
7 . 2434 
4 . 2021 
7 . 2602 
3 . 1707 
5 . 0310 
6. 5638 
I. 9322 
5 .8008 
4 . 9328 
2 . 9638 
VII. Foreign Language Requiremen t Rec ommen( a tions and the Forci3n Language 
Capab ilities of the Respondents (Table VII, page 43) 
Require Foreign Language Pr of iciency 
Language Capab ilities for the Bache l or 's De gree 
i< x2 Significant beyond the .05 Jevsl Yes No Undecided 
Cannot use l anguages Yes 20 8 6 2.0490 No 479 116 88 
Pursu e bibliography Yes 370 89 59 
* No 130 35 34 11.5274 
Read abstracts Yes 4-00 84 67 * 
No 100 40 26 10.7598 
Read r esearch artic l es Yes 396 84 62 
* No 104 40 31 11.9198 
Read journa l s Yes 285 52 43 
* 
No 215 72 50 11. 7572 
Abstract res earch articles Yes 167 30 27 6 .1158 No 333 94 66 
Converse effec tive ly Yes 82 15 9 4.4120 No 418 109 84 
-
-...J 
~ 
VIII. Foreign Language Requirement Recommenr.'.ations and the Fore i gn Language 
Capabi liti es of the Respondents (Tab le VII, page 43) 
-- --·---- · 
Require Forei gn Language Profici ency fo r 
Langua ge Capabilities Admis s ion t o Graduate Study 
* x2 Significant beyond the .05 level Yes No Undec ided 
·--
Cannot use languages Yes 8 17 9 2.7989 No 255 292 136 
Pursue bibliography Yes 201 220 97 
No 62 90 47 8.6771 
Read abstracts Yes 207 236 108 2.0699 No 56 74 36 
Read research articles Yes 215 227 100 
No l~8 83 4l, 9. 3518 
Read jour nals Ye s 163 152 65 
No 100 158 79 14 .1961 
Abstr ac t research artic l es Yes 96 86 42 5.3706 No 167 22l~ 102 
Converse effectively Yes 41 43 22 2. 0913 No 222 267 122 
* 
-1,; 
* 
-....J 
v, 
IX. Forei gn Language Requirement Recomrnend~t i ons and the Foreign Lancu -.ge 
Capabil ities of the Respondents (Table VII, page 43) 
~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~--~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Language Capab ili ti e.s 
* Si gn i ficant beyond the .05 leve l 
Cannot use languages 
Pursue bib l iography 
Read abstrac t s 
Read researc h articles 
Read journa l s 
Abstract research articles 
Converse effect ive ly 
Requir e Fulfil lment of the For e ign Language 
Requiremenl Before Admittance to the 
________ D_uc t or a 1 Pro gram 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Ye s 
.No 
Yes 
12 
261 
200 
74 
211 
62 
219 
54 
158 
115 
92 
181 
45 
228 
No 
16 
293 
224 
86 
210 
70 
226 
84 
151 
159 
86 
224 
39 
271 
Undecided 
6 
129 
91+ 
38 
100 
34 
97 
37 
71 
63 
46 
88 
22 
112 
x2 
0. 2174 
6 . 1428 
1.8900 
5.4141 
5.0691 
3.0298 
3.3580 
-...J 
O' 
X. Foreign La nguage Req uiremen t Recommend 2.t i ons and the Foreign Language 
Capabi l ities of the Respondents (Tab le VII, page 43) 
Require Fulfillmen t of the Foreign Language 
Requir ement Befor e Admit tance to the 
Sec ond Year of the 
Language Capabilities Doctora l Program 
* Si gnificant beyond th·2 .05 le.v·?. l Ye s No Undec ided x2 
Cannot us e l a~guag~s Yes 10 17 7 1. 3380 No 235 270 178 
Pursue bibliography Yes 186 202 130 •-k 
No 60 86 53 7.4327 
Read abstracts Yes 191 221 139 2. 7257 No 5Lf 67 45 
Read research articles Ye s 198 210 134 5.9370 No 47 80 48 
Read journa l s Yes 135 143 102 1. 9336 No 110 147 80 
Ab stract research art icles Yes 82 78 64 3.3185 No 163 210 120 
Converse effectively Yes 35 41 30 1. 8162 No 210 247 154 
--..J 
--..J 
XI. Forei gn Language Requirernc=on t Recomrnenc.:~tions and the Foreign Language 
Capabilities of the Respondents (Table VII, page 43) 
Make the Reading Examination 
Language Capabi l ities 
---
More Demanding 
* Si gnificant beyond the .05 l evel Yes No Undecided x2 
-
Cannot use langua~es Yes 5 22 7 0.4985 No 106 401 176 
Pursue bibliography Yes 89 306 123 * 
No 22 115 62 9.6131 
Read abstracts Yes 87 329 135 2.3813 No 24 93 49 
Re~d research artic l es Yes 88 322 132 1. 9362 No 23 102 50 
Rea d journals Yes 61 228 91 1.1469 No 50 196 91 
Ab stract r esearch a~ticles Yes 40 133 51 1.9041 No 71 291 131 
Converse effective ly Yes 21 61 24 2.5224 No 90 363 158 
-..J 
CX) 
XII. Foreign Language Rt!quirernent Recomrnenc\1 tions and the Foreign Language 
Capabilities of the Respondents (Tat le VII, page 43) 
-----
Require Roth Reading and Speak ing 
Language Ca pabilities i~_g ,1~ Langua~ for Ph.D. 
* x2 Signific ant beyond t~e . 05 le.v,::. l Yes No Undecided 
----- -
Cannot use languages Yes 5 21 8 0.3868 No 81 l+54 148 
Pur sue bibliography Yes 70 3<'f 1 107 
* No 16 133 50 8.1564 
Read abs tracts Yes 73 366 112 5.5216 No 13 108 45 
Read research articles Yes 66 36<'f 112 1.2732 No 20 111 44 
Read journals Yes 46 253 81 0.0542 No 40 223 74 
Abstract research articles Yes 24 150 50 0.5 275 No 62 326 105 
Conver se effectively Yes 22 65 19 
* 
No 64 411 136 12.7563 
-...J 
'° 
XIII. Foreign Language Requirerr,en t Rccornr;;en6 :J ti ons and the Foreign Language 
Capab ilities of the Respondents (Table VII, page 43) 
- - -·--
Perrni t su:)s ti tu tion of Proficiency 
i n Stati~tics or Computer Science 
Language Capabilities .~  or One Lane•_, ge 
* x2 Si gnificant beyond t he .05 l evel Yes No Undecided 
Cannot use l anguages Yes 14 10 10 2.4474 No 291 258 134 
Pursue bibliography Yes 223 201 94 
* No 82 70 49 8 .1135 
Read abstracts Ye s 242 210 99 
* No 63 58 45 7.2484 
Read r esearch articles Yes 225 216 101 6. 8895 No 80 52 43 
Read journa ls Yes 152 163 65 
* No 153 105 79 12.9583 
Abstract research articles Yes 84 99, .. ~ 41 
No 221 169 103 7.1759 
Converse effac tive ly Yes 37 52 17 
* No 268 216 127 8.939 9 
(X) 
0 
XIV. Foreign Language Requirement Recommend :1 tions and the Foreign Language 
Capab i lities of the Respondents (Table VII , page 43 ) 
Require Reading Knowledge i n Only 
Language Capabilities One L:rngu.:ige. for the Ph.D . 
* x2 Significant beyond the . 05 l ev2l Yes No Undecided 
Cannot use l anguages Yes 10 13 11 o. 689 6 No 228 274 181 
Pursue bibliograpl1y Yes l 7L, 216 128 7.1 261 No 64 7!+ 61 
Read abstracts Yes 185 232 134 •k 8.1 796 No 53 56 57 
Read research articl e s Yes 169 2L,O 133 
* 15 . 45L,8 No 69 48 58 
Read j ournals Yes 107 181 92 
* No 131 107 99 18 . 6542 
Abstract research articles Yes 66 102 56 3. 8 788 No 17 2 186 135 
Converse effectively Yes 26 52 28 6. 9570 No 212 236 163 
(X) 
t-'-' 
XV. Foreign Language Requirc11:cn t Recorr.r.1end3.tions and t he Fore ign Language 
Capabilities of the Respondents (Table VII, page 43) 
Permit Proficiency in English To 
Meet the Language Requir ement 
Language Capabilities f or Foreign Students 
* x2 Significant beyond the .05 l evel Yes No Undec ided 
Cannot use languages Yes 19 4 11 4.5489 No 386 161 136 
Pursue bibliogra phy Ye.s 291 130 97 
* No 115 35 49 9. 2114 
Read abstracts Yes 312 137 102 7.0989 No 94 28 44 
Read research articles Yes 301 139 102 
* 
No 105 26 44 9.3783 
Read j ournals Yes 210 107 63 
* No 195 58 84 lL~, 8233 
Abstract research articles Yes 118 64 42 5.7475 No 288 101 104 
Converse effectively Yes 61 26 19 3.8328 No 345 139 127 
co 
N 
XVI. Foreign Language Requirement Recornri1enchtions and the Foreign Language 
Capab iliti es of the Respondents (Table VII, page 43) 
Language Capabilities 
* Si gnificant beyond the .05 l evel 
Cannot use lan guages 
Pursue bibliography 
Read abstracts 
Read research articles 
Read journals 
Abstract research artic l es 
Converse effectively 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Make the Foreign Language Requiremen t 
Option~l With the Department 
Yes 
17 
267 
202 
81 
213 
71 
210 
74 
136 
148 
81 
203 
42 
242 
No 
13 
286 
222 
78 
240 
59 
234 
65 
180 
119 
99 
200 
48 
251 
Undecided 
4 
130 
94 
40 
98 
36 
98 
36 
64 
70 
44 
90 
16 
118 
x2 
1.9210 
6.8522 
4. 798Lf 
2.2736 
11.5 617* 
2. 0391 
2.4765 
00 
l,) 
XVII. Foreign Language Requirement Recomrnenc~.~ tions and the Forei gn Language 
Capabilities of the Responden ts (Table VII, page 43) 
Hake t he Foreign La;:,8uage Requirement 
Optiona l With the Individua l's 
Language Capabilities Committee 
* Significant beyond the .05 l evel Yes No Undecided x2 
----- -
Ca nnot us e l anguages Yes 7 19 8 0.4120 No 146 405 132 
Pur~ ,e bibliography Yes 118 303 97 6. 7492 No 36 121 42 
Read abs tracts Yes 117 334 100 3 .8 689 No 37 90 39 
Read res edrch articles Yes 111 332 99 4.3780 No 43 92 40 
Read journals Yes 74 239 67 5. 1243 No 80 )85 72 
Abstract research articles Yes 49 129 46 0.3917 No 105 295 93 
Converse effectively Yes 20 68 18 1. 9294 No 134 356 121 
(X) 
+:'-
XVIII. Foreign Language Requirement Recornmen~ations and the Foreign Language 
Capabilities of the Respondents (Ta~le VII, page 43) 
Leave the Determination of 
Pr o;ic i ency in Foreign 
Languages to the 
Language Capabilities __ J1a jor Department 
* x2 Significant beyond the .OS level Yes No Undec ided 
Canno t use langua ges Yes 13 14 7 0.8394 No 210 320 153 
Pursue bibliography Yes 158 246 114 6.3920 No 65 88 46 
Read abstracts Yes 168 268 116 6.6654 No 55 66 44 
Read researc h articles Yes 176 252 112 3.2340 No 47 82 48 
Read journals Yes 121 182 77 2.3753 No 102 152 83 
Abstract research articles Yes 78 96 50 2.60 24 No 145 238 110 
Converse effectively Yes 36 50 20 3.1412 No 187 284 140 
()'.) 
v, 
XIX. Foreign Language Requirement Recommendations and t he Foreign Language 
Capabilities of the Respondents (Tab le VII, page 43) 
De lete the For eign Language 
Language Capabilitie s Reguirernen t 
* x2 Significant beyond th,.:, .05 lcvs l Yes No Undecided 
- - · -
Cannot use languages Yes 11 18 5 
* 
No 63 470 15 0 18.6788 
Pursue bih liography Yes 44 370 104 
· * 
No 30 119 50 14 . 2519 
Read abstracts Ye s 49 387 115 * 
No 25 101 40 7. 68 70 
Read res earch articles Yes 46 391 105 "';': 
No 28 97 50 17. 9417 
Read j ournals Yes 29 282 69 
* No 45 206 86 14.8113 
Abstract research artic l es Yes 21 158 45 0 .8309 No 53 330 110 
Converse effective ly Yes 15 71 20 2.6266 No 59 417 135 
co 
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